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PREFACE
The first edition of this little book was written as a help

to students in practical Trigonometry in the School oi Mining.
The book proved to be so useful that, the first edition becoming
exhausted, it was decided to issue this second edition.

While retaining the particular features of the first edition,

considerable changes have been introduced in the way of
greater expansion along certain Unes which lead to a clearer

imderstanding of the subject.

The book contains the essentials of Practical Trigonometry
with a minimum of fancy work and of padding to increase the
size of the volume. Exercises in transformations, which may
be beautiful and interesting, but which are not of practical use,
are not many.

The student is encouraged to work with natural functions,
as in the experience and opinion of the writer these are more
direct, more manageable, with small angles, and fully as ex-
pedient as logarithmic methods, and in many cases more so, to
an expert arithmetician. Besides, it requires the use of simpler
and less bulky tables. And in the case of very smaU angles it

is .well known that natural sines and tangents can be taken
with very great accuracy, which is not the case with log-func-
tions.

A perusal of some modem works on Trigonometry would
naturaUy lead a student to the conclusion that logarithms
form an essential and necessary part of Trigonometry, and that

[vii]
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noAing piactKal m that subject am be done without them.The student should carefuUy avoid such a conclusion, ashowev« convenient logarithms may be in assbting to can; ouiong and pecuhar arithmetical operations, they a« not «««tialto any part of practical Trigonometry.
«««iuai

For these reasons logarithmic methods, instead of beinirplac«i at the very begimung as in some w^rks, are ^e^^'

r^'TrC^^.^^^^^^^-^-^

H K^?"^"1"^
*^'' "^^"^ «"*^°^ ^^ author is much in-

lor other assistance.

N. F. D.



A BRIEF TREATISE ON
TRIGONOMETRY

PART I.—PLAJIE TRIGONOMETRY

1. Of DMinul Approzinuitioii. In the practical meas-
urements of length, wdghl, angles, etc., results are
not usually expressible by integers or by definice frac-
Uons, but approximately by a series of deojial figures.
Thus m mpasuring accurately the distance oetween two
given pomts with a scale divided into tenths of an inch
we mig^t estimate the hundredths and find the distance
to be approximately 3.14 inches, say. If the scale were
graduated to hundredths of an inch we might estimate
to thousandths and find the distance to be 3.141 inches
But in any practical case of this kind our exptession is
probably only an approximation to the true distance
for even if every decimal figure be correct, the true
distance might not be accurately expressible except by
a larger number of decimals than it is convenient *o
employ.

It is obvious that, other things being the same, the
more decimal places we include the closer is the approxi-
mation; but there is little or no purpose in employing
more decimals than is necessary to express the degree
of approximation required. Thus 3. 141 5926. . . expresses
approximately the ratio of the circumference of a circle
to Its diameter. But this approximation is closer than is
generaUy required in practice, and it may be both con-
vement and profitable to employ a number with fewer
deamal places.

To two decimals the approximate expre a is 3 14-
and to three places it is 3.142, for as we rejecc .n6 whichw more than a half unit in the thinl decimal place we

[1]
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should raise this place by a unit, and write 3.142 instead
Of 3.141. So also to four decimals the expression be-
comes 3.1416, because this latter expression is neater
3.14159 than 3.1415 is.

» nwrer

Thus we have the rule—If the part rejected be less
than one-half of the kst unit etaineJ, the last figure
remains unchanged; but if the part rejected be greater
than one-half of the last unit retained, one unit is to be
ac'ded to the last figure.

Ex. The series of approximations to 1.8371296 is 1.8
1.84. 1.837, 1.8371, 1.83713, 1.837130.

2. DagTM of Approzinuition.—Take a number such
as 1.4136 and suppose that it is correct in expression to
four decimals. If the digit in the fifth decimal were
le«i than 5 the number would undergo no chance when
rejecting this digit; but if this digit were greater than
5, the preceding figure would be increased by one unit.
Hence we see that without knowing the value of the
fifth digit, we are sure that the error in expression cannot
be greater than 0.00005, or 5 units in the place foUowine
the last one written.

•

This is the maximum error, and the average error is
not more than one-half of the maximum.

Ex. The distance from /I to S is given as 2 423 ft
correct to the last unit.

'

Then, the greatest error of expression is <0.0005 ft
or < 0.006 ii;. Or the expression is in error to a leas
quantity than 6 thousandths of an inch.

EXERCISE I.

1. A distance is given as 3.45926 miles. Find in
inches the maximum error of exoiession.

2. In expressing an area in acres, how many decimals
should be employed so that the error in expression mav
be less than 1 sq. in, ?

*- " »"»r

3. In expressing a distance in miles, how many deci-
mals IS required to give it to the nearest inch?
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4. The wea of a field is given as 18.7415 ac. Give the
greatest possible error of expression in squan; inches.

3. Contracted MnltipUcation and Division.—As we
have to deal pracUcally with numerical quantities
extaiding to several phu^ of decimals, and it which
the mt^ptil parts are usuaUv small, it wiU be convenient
to esUbhsh some concise method of doing so.

If two dedmal expressions each containing five ded-
maJs are to be multipKed together, there is no practical
utility in retaimng more than five decimals in the pnxi-
uct; and even if we wished to retain 6 there is no ad-
vantage, but rather a disadvantage, in so multiplying
as to have 10 deduial places, and then rejecting the
last four. So that we seek a method which retains only
the number of derjmals required, which shall be cor 4m expression, anc: which avoids all unn< cessary work

A.-

. Long method.

1.45612
2.34168

-MULTIPUCATION.

II. Contracted method
1.45612
861432

11

87
145

5824
43683

291224

64896
3672
612
48
6

291224
43684
5824
146

87
12

.1.40976 70816 3.40977

?^!,i«"*^?*'°" '% ]^^. «"WpUcation of 1.45612 by
2.34168, retammg 5 decimal places in the product.

Explanation.—In I we have drawn a vertical line cut-
ting off at the right aU the decimals beyond the fifth intne i^ult. and all the partial products from which these
are obtained. We notice the saving in writing as none
of these figures is written in II. We notice also thatthe result m II is correct to the nearest unit in the last

iiiilHiiHyiiiii iMMiiiiilliAi
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1 requins that 6 be changed to 7.

Now as to the mode of operatioii.

kJ" 5* }^ 2SJ'*.P^ (2> *^ ***«^ mw'apHeri* written
beneath the fifth decimal of the mnltipficand, becausewe m^ to retain 5 decimals in the product, and theremammg figures of the multiplier ate then written in
reversed order, that is 8614.' 2 for 234168.
In obtwiing the partial products we multiply as usiial

but the figure on the extreme right, in any partial
lyoduct, W.jot by multiplying the digit directlTover
the one by wtach we are multiplying, and addinff what-
ever may be required.

Thus, the partial product for 4 is 4X6-24; we putHown the 4, and carry the 2 forwards, etc.

' ^^ f ><2 and 4X1 are rejected, or are employed only
to furmsh a number to be carried forwaitls. if there be
any.

The partial product by 6 is 7, that is 6X5-30, from
which 3 IS earned forwards, and 6X4+3 -27, for n hichwe wnte 7 and carry the 2 forwards.
In multiplying by the 8 we have to go back two places •

thus 8X5 gives 4 to carry; then 8X4+4-36, from
which we carry 4, as 36 is nearer 40 than 30; and finaUy8X1+4— 12. ^

To ensure accuracy in the result care must be taken
to get the figures on the extreme right of the partial
products correct. All the other steps are simple enough.

Ex. 2. To multiply 0.01745 by 0.478 and retain four
decimal places m the product.

0.01745
874*

70...
12. .

K.
.0083..

*=umt place of multiplier

. partial product by 4,
partial product by 7,

.partial product by 8,

.complete product.
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by 0.43614 and retain 5
Ex. 3. Multiply 15.371 S

dedmala in kbt product. ,

153718 .

41d34*
"\ 614872

46115.
^«»223.

154.

62.

6.70426.

partial product by 4,
..partial product by 3,
partial product by 6,
partial product by 1,

. .partial product by 4,

. .complete product.

B.—-Division.

I. Long method.

3. 8^1 25) 134924(35125
115237

19686
19206

II. Contracted method.
Oiyidcad DiriMr
134924

\

mm
115237 0.35125

480
384

50
25

250
125

9611250
76

19
19

8250

30000
20625

19687
19206

481
384

97

_77

20
19

QuoticBt

tot|i"?^^i'"?/fr *° *"' '**'" °' «" ^"^'
Rule of Procedure.—If the divisor and the divi-

naent number of aphers to the one having the deficitto make the number the same for both.

same *^L??c'".P'^ Siven the number of decimals is- the

tim^in f^o^f °t contained an integr^ number oftimes m 134924. So we place zero in the quotient, and
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inrtewiol adding a dpfaer to the divktcnd wc strike out
tlie lut figure of the diviaor. 5. The jwrtial quotient isnow 3. Cancel the next ktt figure of the diviMv, 2
The partial quotient is 3; but in multiplyfaig by this 5we must be care'ul to cany forwaid anything that may
have come from the cancelled digits. Caatinue this
opereticm as far as necessary. The number of figures
cancelled is the number of decimals in the quoti^.

Ex. 2. Divide 0.17462 by 3.22.

17462 fWW
16100 10.05423 '

1362
1288

74
64

10

JiO

Ex. 3. Divide
quotient.

1000000
9989

1100
999

101
100

1

_1
In this example, which is rather an unfavorable one, we
add a cipher to the divisor so as to have 5 figures for
canceUation; so that we work with 6 decimal places,
and have only 5 in the quotient.

EXERaSE n.

I. Find to 6 decimals the circumference of a drek
whose diameter is 1 mile.

1 by 0.01427 to 5 decimals hi the

mm9
70.07708
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2. Piad to 5 dedmalt the diameter of a drcle whote
cfarciiaifereflce it 25 feet.

3. MuJUply 1.4142136 by 0.7071068, retaining 5 ded-
malt in the product: 7 dedmalt in the product.

4. The tidet of a recUngk being 13.3412 and 24.467
feet, find the area to 3 dedmalt

5. A meaaure 0.7312 in. long it Uken 0.085 Umet.
Find to 3 dedmalt the length meaaured.

6. A meter it 39.37 inchet. Find the number of
mctert in 8.4712 feet, correct to 3 dedmalt.

7. Divide 1 by 2.30258509 to 7 dedmate. (The
quotient it the modulut of decimal logarithmt.)

8. Divide 180 by 3.1415926 to 7 dedmalt. (The
quotient it the number of degreet in 1 nulian.)

9. Work out to 3 dedmalt the value of (7920X5280
X3.1415926)/1296000. (The reault it the number of
feet in 1 tecond of latitude on the earth 't surface.)

10. Work out the value of jrr cos ^/180 to 3 dedmals,
wh«« jr-3.14159, r-3960, cos f -0.7167. (The result
IS the length in miles of 1 degree of longitude at latitude
44** 13'.) •

11. A water wheel has a diameter of 12 feet, and its
orcumferei^ce moves at the rate of 6.347 feet per second.
Howmany revolutions will it make in 1 hour? Also how
KMig will it take to make 1000 revolutions?

12. A carriage wheel is 5 ft. 2 in. in diameter. How
many revolutions will take it over 1 mile?

4. Angles and their Meaturet.—Angle is generated
by the rotation of a variable line which passes through
a fixed pomt not at infinity, and as the Hne may rotate
in dther one of two opposite directions, angles are
either positive or negative.
The direction contrary to that of the hands of a dock

over Its dial is usuaUy taken to be positive; but this is
a CjMivention and mostly a matter of convenience^e angle between two given lines may be defined
at that amount of rotation which is necessary to brine
one hne mto the direction of the other.

Mli
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tti own 1^. For lutt m a kngth mtut be ex^M^in terms rf some unit of length m anInS wd^^S
JO MMuigle must be expressed in terms of scSe^

sjxnsd^^.^^uotr^^^^^^
1 4&e"i^-dtg^^ *"^»--^ <»^«--. Hence

«i« f°
*'''!:^ •"? **"^ '^J**" '^

' * denote deneesnunutes and seconds.
"«iwe agrees,

—J^'-?**^ " 5^*" **^«» »8 the practical unit anri*

convement « i, allow, „Y to exp.^ ",
", 'fi7^

&|4.i^i.t,^„'i;„^'ii,AVinU*^»ti

4Ss.';s7rf^s;;^'Srbis^ "- "^'^ ««' «'

6. The Radian as Unit Anrie—It is khnv^ ;«

!^oS«?" ,H
"« "»' *5-^^« l^taTarS

^^l «o!l* T°^*^°t>t arbitrary muItipUer.

„J2? r^'^i^''
'^^^^^^ °^ ^ to <? wiU evidently denendupon what value we give to nt. If we put m "

rfwe g^e"'"^
(1)
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Then tf--, and the angle 9 it said to be ezprcMed in

radian meaaure.

rojw^tt* length of the subtended arc to theZdiusof

Bx. If the length of the arc be 3.142 and the radius

be2.themea«ireoftheangleisi^2,orl.571 radiant.

The relation j -r^ tellt ut that the length of an arc ofa ctrcle u got by mulHpiying the ra£ui by the radiaL

ex. If the radius of a circle be 3.425 and the radian

Sf£!!»?^**!"*** •y***f^?
by a given arc be 1 .5708,«te fcngth of the arc it 3.425X1.5708-5.37999 or 5.38

If *-r, then tf-l; so that I radian, or the unit ofi^A«i i»i«««re w the angle subtended at the centre by aiarc equal tn length to the radius.
^

7. Connection Between the DegvM and the Radian.—
We have Q -i-. But if * is a semi-drcumference of the

?^moTa ^^^a ^^y '"^' ^^"« "^ stands for
3.1415926. . ., and jritting nr for s gives—

r
^;

and It is the radian measure of a straiirht antle or two

SSli*°«^- B"V80 is the degree mearreS'i^st,;!;!?
angle. Whence, denoting radians bv "

180"

l'-

and
180

180

«0*.017453
(2)

-57*'.29578
(3)

The first of these multipUers^ or 0.01 7453 changes
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180degrees into nuUans; and the second multiplier

or 57.29578 changes radians to degrees.

Thrae multipliers are very useful and should be com-
mitted to memory. They are reciprocals of one another.

Pig. 1

Ex. 2. Let the angle AOB be 50.264. Its radian
measure is 5 264X.01745 -0^.09186. Also if the radiusOA be 4 and the arc AC be 3.21, the radian measure of
• ^*^ft/^^ *' ^-^V*. or0^8025. And AOC in degrees
18 0^8025X 57.29578 -450.97986, or nearly 460.

^^
*!.*: ?t.*^®

*"^^^ '^^^' ^>«- ^' is very smaU, it is evident
that the perpendicular from B to OA cannot differmuch from the arc BA, so that for practical purposeswe may take the perpendicular for the arc without anv
senous error. Thus for an angle of 1«> on a circle of

n'm?!c*'/Ho*':i*^
°-91745 and the perpendicular is

?c o ntf^
°''
T'}^ ^"^ " ®-^^*^* *"*^ the perpendicular

IS 0.03490. And thus for an angle as high as 2*', the arcand the perpendicular differ by only one unit in the
5th decimal place.

Ex. A light of glass in a window is known to be 24
«• i"S*' ^; ** i* ^°""^ to subtend an angle of 16'.
Find the distance of the window.

We may take 24 for s. and||x0.01745 is the radian

measure of the angle.
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*-rtf becomes 24-r-^X0.01745.

-.. 60
»'-24X—X57.29578 -5156.62 in.

=429.7 ft. nearly.

11

EXERaSE m.

1. Express 36* 2(y in radians.

in radians.

3. Express 0.456 radians in degrees, minutes and
seconds.

4. With 1 mile radius find the arc which subtends 1*.

5. With 3960 miles as radius find the arc subtending

6. The earth's radius being 3960 miles, find the seconds
in the angle subtended by 1 ft. on the earth's surface.
By 101.33 feet on the earth's surface.

7. A house at the distance of 1 mile subtends an
angle horizontally of 35' 44*. Find the horizontal
dimensions of the house.

8. A tree is known to be 76 ft. high. Find the angle
in degrees which it subtends at a distance of 1 mile.

9. A cent is 1 in. in diameter. How far from the eye
must the cent be placed to appear as large as the moon,
i.e., 32' angular diameter?

10. How far from camp must a man 6 ft. tall go that
he may subtend an angle of 50'?

11. A man 5 ft. 8 in. tall standing on the opposite
bank of a river subtends an angle of 18'. Find the
breadth of the river.

12. A and B are two places on the same meridian.
A's latitude is 32" 14' 12* n., and B's is 27" 15' 40* n.
Fmd the distance from yl to F if the earth's radius be
3960 m.

13. If two places on the same meridian be 77 miles
apart, and the difference in their latitudes be 1" 6' 49*.
find the earth's radius.
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14. The earth's distance from the sun is 930000An

nna the earth s veloaty per second in its orbit.

Trigoncjmbtwc Functions or Ratios.

Ti^«il'1?iSV"y ^«^^®' ^^^. right angled at MDenote OM by x, MP by y, and OP by rTh^ OPmay be considered as the ladius of a drele^^wthn>agh P and meeting W p,Su?ed in 'S! ^f

i<j

Vig. 2 ^^gUh

d A

the angle POM bv fl tu^^ a t .V?!nuii.b

being genewted bv t^l JJ^ '^ ""^^ ¥ considffed; as

Denote the arc AP by s.
,, /

' "' ''

From(l),r=£ and <?»=£ l?9 ^
^
"

'^^y^L

«tst" U°f
4':5^^^°^^^ *"-^^^ 0PM E^^ ipMx

Jc r ry X y _
r' r' x' y x'y

of^'^ftS Zf"'
^°"" '^" ^^ trigonometric functions

?atii of r T»l ^"P'^P^'y called the trigonomSfcratios of 0. The ratios are of the sides of the tria^
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t^en every way in pairs, but they are not ratios into
wJuch d enters, and are not therefore ratios of d.

But as each ratio is expressible by an infinite series
of ascaiduig powers of 6, they are properly functions of
0; and to distinguish them from other functions they
are called trigonometrical.

^

These ratios have distinctive names as follows:

- is the sine of (?, contracted to sin 6,

- is the cosine of 0, contracted to cos d,

y- is tlte tangent of 0, contracted to tan 6,

X . ,,- IS the cotangent of d, contracted to cot 6,

r .-
3 the cosecant of 0, contracted to cosec 0,

r .- is the secant of d, contracted to sec B.

This assumed triangle, with its notation and the par-
ticular names of the ratios, should be mastered and
remembered. The following statements may help:
With r as denominator the ratio is sme or cosine; sine

when the other side is opposite the angle, and
coane when adjacent to the angle.

With r as numerate- .he ratio is secant or cosecant-
co^cant when the other side is opposite the angle'
and secant when adjacent to the angle.

'

Without r the ratio is tangent or cotangent.

10. Derivation and Meaning of Co-functions.— It
wiU be noticed from the list in Art. 9, that there are
3 direct functions, sine, tangent, and secant, and 3
co-functions, cosine, cotangent, and cosecant.

Now cos <? = ^=sin C>PA/ = sine of complement of Q
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J^d^W. M contracted to compkment-aine e, and feuUiy

Similarly, cot ^-tangent of complement of 6.and cosec ^-secant of complement of tf.

Ex. 1. A. 90 and | both denote a right angle, the

wfhLve'^' "»«*«"« *«d the other in radian mea«,„:.

sin e^ co8(90*>-^)-cc.^(^-r),

cot ^-tan (90«-^)-tan (|-<?*).

etc., etc., etc.

(5)

(6)

noted^bv^U^fl^r l™^l^. ^,^^' ^^* ^^^ angles be de-

BC " the equivalent of^ and is sin C,

Whence 5Z?=/, = a sine
Similarly BZ?=/,=c sin yl.

whence a sin C- c sin /I
;

or -A_^^ ^ '6
.

"^5:^ ^y.^y™°»try.sin i4

a
sine

6

wni4 sin 5 ""sin C (7)
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idJJ^'S?"" *^."*" '."" ?'*••»'« triangle and the

^. .
.-. CD^P COS C.

Stmilarly, AD'^c cos A.
and by addition, 6.=a cos C+c cos A

BD
(8)

A«"»n CD ' «l««valent to ^, is tan C.

Or/>-OitanC.
and aj=-/)cotC.

-i3?!»?*^**!?^
should^aim to make himself so famiHar

S^t «iti3^*f ^"l
^^^^ °^°»^ « t° b« able, in any

right-angled tnangle, to write them down at sight-and he should remember that the letters A, B, C. a,b c

«^KI^^
the angles and ades are only symix)! c, aidcapable of being replaced by any lette? which may forthe Ime be convement. '

int^u^.^*^^ °^ ^^""^^"^ ^^^ foUowing exercise is

EXERCISE IV.

i" T^ %°^^^ ^l^'^ right-angled at B, and LBAC
-^, and AB^a BD is ± on AC, DE ir 1 on BCEF is parallel to CA, and FG is paraUel to BD.

X

IHk. 4
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inSSE!?!!/^* ^??^«^ linc-Mgmeiits about the figmein terms of a and the fnactions of tf.

(i) SC. It is readily seen that BC-'a tan tf.
(u) i4C. (iii) BD (iv) 5£
(V) /?£. pf-BZ? sin <?, and BZ? -i sin d. .: DE•a sin' a,

(IX) AF. (X) XG. (xi) £C.

,.JilA
*^°* ^® ^"^^ ^^ ^^ ooe «nd held up by anuptight prop so as to make an angle of 30» Jdth the

tonzcmta^. (i) What is the length of thrpi^f ffi)How fans it from the foot of the beam to thefoot of^ prop? (iii) What is the shortest distance from t^beam to the foot of the prop ?

3. By drawing a square and its diagonal prove that,

(ii) sin 45*»--^-co8 45«.
(i) tan 45*'-l, cot 45*' -1
(iii) secant 45«'=V5'-co8ec 45*».

4 By drawing a perpendicular from a vertex of an
equilateral triangle to the opposite side, prove that—

(in) tan 30o=4-

(vi) tanec-vs:

(i) sin 30«-i
(ii) cos 30«'=^

(iv)sin60*' = y/3

(vii)sec60°-2.

(v) coseo^^j.

11. Tables giving the values of the trigonometric
functions for every degree and minute from O* to 90*'
or through a nght angle, are caUed trigonometric tables'and m .particular tables of the nat^ /i^l^^ todistingmsh them from the logarithms of those quantitieswhich are tebu^ted under the name of CriSS
functions or log-functions.

i«."«uc

The tabulated quantities are given to a certain num-ber of decimals. usuaUy not less than 4 and not greater
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of vanations in the construction o» .he tables 3^^
tSdS^ tit ?H°"°' ^r^"" ^^^- But the wriier wo^d
ind InW H^*^' i^'^^T ^^P^"^ ^t working with 4

mther t£n Inl^TJ''-
^"^ '"^P^°y "^^ural functionsratner than loganthnuc ones. Natural functions ai^more direct and simple in their appStioS aid offS1«» chances for errors in work. B^siSHo a t^n

S^."L!;?^°« ^*^ decimals, operations are^e^S

log^unS^r"^ ^'^ "^^""^^ ^"-^-- t^an S
Uc^o^^^

given also is a matter of great convenience.

Going to our reference triangle

— -1.

(2)

sin'^+cos* ^= 1

)3

(^)'-(f)'

.'. cosec' (?-CQt» ^= 1.

y
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(4).

(5).

(6).

X V X r v'r"y X r y
tan e. cot d'

X r r

r X X

tan^-

stn ^=-

sec 9. cos d>

sin d

cos d
tan e

•cosec d. an 0*-l.

sec d"

n.

ui.

Collecting these results we may conveniently arranee
lliem under three heads as follows:

fsin»^+^tf-l
i. see ^-Tan» ^- 1 (g\

cosec»^-cot»ff= lJ

tan e. cot ^= 1, or cot ^= 1/tan d ]

cos e.sec 6=^1, OTsec d=l/cosd \

sin ^. cosec <?-l, or cosec ^=l/sin^J
rtan^-sintf/cos<?\
\sin ^-tan ^/sec 6}

The preceding relations are in constant use in the prac
tice of trigonometry and should be thoroughly mastered

Ex. 1. Given tan ^=-, to find sin 6 and cos 0.

From (iii).sin ^=!H^=Vr+tan'-^ =

(10)

01)

sec 6

cos ^= „ = -7=
1

sec (9 Vl+tan'^?

Va' + b*

fr»

' Or as follows: In the triangle of Fig. 6 if a be the
base and 6 the altitude, the hypothenuse is V(^'+h*.)
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Then taii<?--,and 8in<?— *^,andco8(?--_^__

Ex. 2. If tan tf-1 sin d~ -i ^i_

Ex. 3. If sin <?-?, tan <?-?, /,_ «! «»

cod-, tan^Cand ^Sn^ ^h'irSTlrciS

EXERCISE V.

3 SnT I'
^,?** '*" <?. cos <?. sec <?.

3. Find tan $ when sin ^=0, = l, = _ i.

4. Find sec ^ when sin9»0 = - i

' \/2'~

I
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5. HxprtM (t»n ^+<x)tf) cM'p in terms of sin *.
6. If sec tf-2, find sin 6 and tan 6.

7. If tan e-cat 9-1, find tan 6.

tan e -^-^p^- 1. •• tan» tf-tan 0- 1 -0, and

solving this as a quadratic in tan d, we get tan 9-
(l±v/5)/2.

8. If sin 9+C08 tf- 1, find cos d.

13. The accompanying diagram may be useful as
giving a graphic representation of the several functions.
OA is perpendicular to OB, so that

AOB is aright angle, and the arc APB
is a quadrant of a circle.

If we take the radius OA or OP as our
unit length, we may avoid writing it as
a denominator.
Then PM represents sin 0, and OM

represents cos 6. Also, AT, being a
tangent line at A, represents tan 6,
and BT represents cot 0. Finally, OT
represents sec 6, and OT', cosec 6. The angle d is
represented by arc A P. UP moves towards B,
increases, and PM, AT and OT all increase, while OM.BT and OT decrease.

Or, as the angle increases from 0** to 90** the functions
sin 0, tan d, and sec 6 all increase, while the co-functions
cos 0, cot 6, and cosec '0 all decrease.

When P is at A, MP and AT are zero, and (77= the
radius= l. .-. sin O^^O, tan 0*=0, sec 0*' = 1.

Also
When P

cos 0" = !, cot 0° =

is at B, MP=-\
BT'=0andOr' = l.

cos 90° =0, cot 90** =0, cosec 90" = 1

00, cosec 0** = *.
TA=^x, OT= 7o, OM^O,

sin 90* = 1, tan 90" = », sec 90*»

»,
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EXERCISE VI.

f^iZ!!"'
«*»w« are intended to be worked by natural

functions, and complete results are required).

flj>; ^ ?^^K ^^ ^^ ^"^ **** °n« «°<1 «»»«d from thefloor until It describes an arc 3 ft. 4 in. long. Find (1)theangle that the plank makes with the flSor; (5) thiperpendicular height of the raised end.

o-i^' ?* l"^t°^
the plank of Ex. 1 is placed upon a box

7i^ic^
ww-cut through a board 20 inches wide is

Sit\?e^'^g:Tthe'S^i^^^
^"^^^ -^'^ ^^^ -^ -•^-

«>^as^:r fa^Sciiii"i?4^ ^^i^d tt^iuiu-^;hne must make with the edge of the bcmrd^^
5. A line is drawn from a vertex of a square to theimd-point of an opposite side. Find the Jngl^ wWchthe hne makes with the diagona's.
6. A hill has an incline of 36* 12'. In Krinir 120 ft

7 A post 6 feet high stands upright on level eroundFind^t^e length of its shadow JJ the sunVeSon
8 A vertical post 3 ft. high casts a shadow 5 ft 8*

o'^u °? ^^""^l
«^""'^- P^°^ t»»^ s"°'s elevation *

y. llie legs of a pair of compasses are each 6 in. loneHow far apart must the points be that the line^ froSjomt to points may make an angle of 40»?

44 13 and the altitude to side AB is 24. Find theremaimng parts of the triangle.
H. Given two sides of a trianele 44 anrf -xj a^A

amtude to side 44. 32. to find the "a?|lefof'tfe tri^k
and side c= 20. Find the other parts.
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the third ade to find the renminiiig parti.

COMPI^MBNT AND SUPPLBMBNT—NSOATIVB AngLB.

14. Divide the circle into 4 quadrants by the two
prpendicular diameters AC and BD. Then OP start-

aLI^w .T^ "*?*'"* *° **»* P«^*»^ direction
describes first the quadrant or right angle AOB, then
the quadrant BOC. then COD, and lastly DOA, thus
completing the drcumangle.

B

,J" «^"«^* trigonometry these are caUed the 1st 2nd

"wS tii
quadrants, in the order of rotation as given!When OP h^ in the 1st quadrant the angle >10P is

said to be m the first quadrant, and the angle is then
>0*' and less than | or 90". Similarly the angle AOP'

is in the 2nd quadrant and is >| or 90" and <7r or ISO";

and the angle AOP^, described by the rotation of OA
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through OB, OC and OD to 0P„ is said to be in the 4th
quadrant, and is >^ or 270*' and <2;r or 360».

In the triangle, however, no angk is so great as twonght angles, so that all angles of the triangle lie withinthe first or the second quadrant

h..^S^!;J"*^**
°^ ^^* ^^^ *"^ ^"""^^ quadrants may

tion of 0>l downwards to 0P„ and so on to OD andfinally through 180" to OC.
The whole four quadrants will thus be covered bvconp^denng two quadrants to contain positive anglesX .; flSnl^?:' -_^-?

^-dn.nts to cTtain ne^a^tl^e

15. sin AOP^^. Now OP. as the radius of the
circle, is always positive, while MP is positive in both^^tive quadrants, and negative in bothnegativeqS
«..!S!^*^

^^
'T^ °^ ?" ^'^^^ ^' /'ojt/m in the positivequadrants and negative in the negative quadrants Or

XleZs
''** '''^^' **" '*' '"'*'' ''^^''^ '^ *" '*^

Again. cos^OP==^, while cos AOP'=.^^\ Put
from geometry, if OM is positive. OM' is nerative asbemg measured m thejopposite direction.
Hence the cosine of an angle is positive in the firstquadrant and negative in the secondT and it is readUv

negative
' ""'"^"^ '""" ''^'" *^" quadrants are

Therefore, /or both positive and negative angles, cosines
are + tn the first quadrant and - in the second

Ex. sm 65" is +, sin (-65") is -. cos 72" is -u^ (- .72°) - +. sin 156" is' +. sin ^1560)^^ 1'
cos lo6"is -, cos (-1^6") is-. ^ " .

And sin (-0) = - sin 0;. cos ^ = cos (-0).

I
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16. ComplMiMit.—The complement of an angle is

anS^i ? • t,?*^*"^ f°^^^- ^'' ^*»«° the sum of two

the^^hi ^ *°^ ^ ^^^ ^"«^" ^' ^^^ complement of

-^"-ia^^rSc.'''"'"'' "'"P- »25»=-35^• comp.

Ex. 2. Comp. <?o= 90»-^, or comp. ^*=?^ _.<?*.

l^s P(?/^«^h^?J?d'°^.°*^^ *"«^^«' **^^ sin XOP=cos futf; and cos i4C>P=sin POB.
Hence if AOP^a, POB=--a

2

and a and --a are complementary angles.

•'• sin [2"~«] ""COS a

cos
[2 -«J

=sin a

Change the sign of «, then—

sin (| + aJ=cos (-a)=coStr

cos
[| + a]=sin(-«) = -sina

(12)

(13)

^^- * '^" 72«=cos 18° sin 1240 =cos 340
cos 1 30° = - sin 40° cos ( - 50°) = sin 40°

cos(f+#) -COS
( -1+ 9) .COS (5-9] - d„ e.

17. Supplement.—Two angles are suoDlemeiit!. of

sme, since MP^^M'P*. ^™*
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Therefore the sine of an anale is tlu> c/»««- „. sl

of its supplement. ^ ^ ^'^^ ^ '*« «««

Again OAf'= -OM, so that—
.^^^'^7*^ °^ **** '^^^ '^^^ '*« cosine of its subbUm^^t^i.. equal xn magnitude but opposite in si^n

''*^^^'''^

^x.
} ^and (n-d) are supplementary.

.. ^(^-(9)-sintf; andcos(;r-<?)--cos<?
hx. 2. an 142«'.sin aS-; and cos 142<»= -cosTso

i&?w2aTo?nr9So^r^TnVt^f:;-/ -^les
for any other anrfe ifV«„^^ •

*° ^*^ *^^ function

as to hettw^^li:LT4s^ '° "^^^^ ""^ "^"^ ^

EXERCISE Vn.
1. Given that 0.6648 is the cosine of 4«o on/ «,»...tvm angH I«s than .80«, ofSf it'islhe'^sin?'"'

""

w.^ch^TS'trciil.l'' " ^" ^*° '*' «-'' »- »«>« of

sinM^Vw :ST5?- iS'^^
""" "" '»'»« («)

P|i^.r.i'?-is2-sra^s-^^^
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Q»- Q. n. Q. III. Q. IV.

list Pes. Q, 2nd Pos. Q. 2nd Neg. Q. 1st Neg. Q.

funct. from to from to from to from to
sine +0 +1 + 1 +0 -0 -1 -I -n
cos + 1 +0 -0 -1 -1 -0+0 +1
tan + +00 — 00 —0 + +00

i
-« -0

sec + 1 +00 -« -1 — 1 —00 ! 00 4-1
cot + « +0 -0 -« + 00 +0 —0 —

«

cosec +« +1 + 1 +00 -« -1 -1 -00

18. Graphs of Functions.—Taking any convenient

""i* ?^?fh. draw a Kne AB, 3.14 unites in Te^^h
Yl^o ^^ "^*° ^^ *^"*^ P^rts, numbered O*, 10" 20"

• • • :^^,- 4? represents the length of the arc of a
semicircle with 1 unit as radius, and A.\0, A 20 etc
represent he angles 10", 20", etc

»
• «

A 1020X40606073(0 80

„ Pi«. 9

120 Q ISO

At 10, 20, 30, etc., erect perpendiculars representing-
in length sm 10". sin 20". sin 30". etc.. Jdth unit
radius that is the numbers 0.17, 0.34. 0.50. etc.. and
through the upper end-points of these perpendiculars
draw the curve APB. This curve is the graph of the
sine, and is called the sinusoid. The rise and fall of the
curve pictures the variation in the value of the sine as
the angle increases from 0" to 180°. From 180" to 360"
the curve is similar in form but Ues below the base Hne
Graphs of the other functions are constructed in like

manner.
Some difficult transcendental equations may be n-

proximately solved by means of graphs. #
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Since
J -sin X, we may write—

X
3 = ^, and;/=sinx

But in the equation ;.=sin x, y is ordinate to any pointm the graph of the sine. And to get y' we draw
through ^ a hue making with AB an angle whose tan-
gent is -. as AE. This cuts the sine gmph in P, and at
this point the yof the sine graph and the yof the line are
the same; or. 3=sin .. And by drawing the oniinate

% ^Pl^nra's-ifl^pl^ l°ot5^-
^300.

scale, a closerIpproxima?^ may""t^ o^iffi"
' '^'^'^

EXERCISE Vni.

(c)'th^^:an*i'ffihl^l'^ W the tangent;

2. Solve the equattn /- tl
' '^° P^^^^^X^ quadrlnts.'

measure of an SglV ""' '^^^''^ ""'^ ^^^ ^^ian

solte U '^TtiSutTpt" ''" "=' ^^" ^ 'y ^-P^- Also

t" S'/J- ^1"^ equation :c=sin x+cos x
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L^',iJl?o"^^^ -^ completely given when any three of itsMX parts are given, except the three angles and twoades and the angle opposite the shorter §S. iS tUslatter ca^ two triangles in general satisfy the conStions and the solution is said to be ambigZmThe SIX parts of a triangle ^le tv? three angles and

by i^ ?Tf' f^- '^
.

-^^ usuau/d^o'S
ooo^tf'/^ It

**'

i' ^ !fP«^»Yely. a being the side

hftSSf f« ' T' ®"^, *^^ ^'"<*«nt should accustom

W?t?
*^^°^P^y *°y letters that may be convenient

.J!\ ?^ ^'^P^ynient of natural functions the general solution of triangles is effected mostly by the aS-ph^Uon of two direct formula, which w^ p^e^X

Ho^^^*-^*. Fo"n«la.—This has already beendeveloped m article 10 (7). But the foUowingLtS
gives a more general result

:

* m«noa

«^1^^ A^' *"^°«!e in its drcumdrcle. a, b, c are thesides and d is the drcumdiameter.

Pig. 10

BuT^'flrnfr^^lf^ *^^y f^""^ °" *^^ same are BC.But flCZ? IS a right angle, bdng in a semidrde.
/. a=dsin /I; or d= -^

sin /I
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and as this must be true for each side and angle

d^— =— *_ £_
sin ^ sin B sine (^4)

^jI'^/*^^ "^ **** '^^^^ "/ « /na«j,/e iy the ratio of theopposite side to the circumdiameterof the triangZ

find""^/'
^"**"^"«^e «=20, 6=45, and J9 = 36«. to

'"
^**^^ir:4 "sin E' '' ^^" ^ =1 ^'° ^==1?^ ^in ^6°.

and sin 36«' = 0.58779. .-. sin A =0.26124And A = either 15° 9' or 164*' 51'. Art 17
™?' *^ is shown in geometry that in any trianrie thegreater angle ,s opposite the greater side. Vdaf 6>1
P ^^V-^^ ^' ^ = ^6°' ^ «"st be 15° 9\

^
Ex. 2. Given a = 14.14, 6=20, ^=30", to find B
Here sin 5= '^

sin A = ^^

And 5 = 45° or 135°

X0.5 = 0.7072.

Fig. 11

.H^'^uf ** ^t ^. ^<^. and both values of B areadmissible. That is the solution is ambiguous rivTn^S b1T35o.
'"""«^^^' °°^ ^^h B = 45° a^theThef

..tli^ ^^"^
shows the nature of the ambiguity as bothof the triangles AfiC and ^fi'C ha- the riven 'lirts

we'^^nrdeL? '^'' *^^^^ ? ^" ^mbigStTwCverwe seek to determine an angle from its sine alone, as
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L„? !^^ w!l°«^*^.^^^**»«« 180" having the samesme, and both possible as an angle of a trianrie andu^^ we l^ve some other means^f kno^?g"wWch o1

EXERCISE IX'.

1. In a triangle a = 20, 6=26, A -35° 22' to find B
2 In a triangle a = 35. 6=48. A -62o 40^ to find B

fin6aX:T^''^''' '^' ^-''^ '''' -^^-^ to

auVe"o?hlrp°a?ir =
''•'• '^''•''' ^^''^ ''' ^° ^<^

other'parts"'""''
"=''' ^ = ''' ^^^^'^ ^0' to find the

(Draw CZ?± to AB. Then BZ?=a cos B, and CZ>

nf 9no^ P°^^i^
feet long leans to the north at an angleof 20O from the vertical. Find the length of its shadow

o^i'olo?^""^
^h«» the sun is soutfat anIkvation

the' ea^/:i f^e sa°m"eXr'^''°"
''^^ ^'^ ^^^ ^^^"^ '^

theso^^rafj^he re'L^e'^^^^"
^^^^ ^^^ P°^^ ^-- to

ft,^" 1^ *"d??^^
right-angled at B has a = 4, c=10 and

CBD 75o^^pT!t 1^ ^".^ ^«^ «^kes the angleLtiU='75°. Fmd the length of BZ?
**

^B^mn«f ^n I' 'ir^'
^""^ ^= ^^- At what angle with

mfyTlol '^"' "'""'^"^ "^^ ^" ^' ^ that BD

diametl?y%'2f ^i?^"^l\^"^°^.^^' ^*' 1
5. its drcum-aiameter is 16.25. Prove that this is correct bv show^"^,^^^t the sum of its three angles is 180° ^

^\ABCD IS a quadrilateral right-angled at 5 andD. Show that sin A =sin C^BD/AC
13 If a, /?,^ be the altitudes of a triangle and a ft cthe sides, show that sin .L sin B. sin C=lir/X
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aJ\ 'S* ''"^^ Foraiuta.—This formula may be

and BD=c^nA.

But BO-=BD^+CD^
= (csin Ay + {b-c cos A)'

Or ^f^'«' d+'^^* ^)+6'-26c cos A,
yjT a =t^+c'-2bc cos A, since sin» /I +cos» A = 1

ea-Sf^'Vt!^"
"^^ ""^y

"^r**^ *^° formulas in s.ts of threeeach. These are practically all the same, being variaUons obtam^ from symmetry, and any'one of Themmay be quoted as the cosine lormula.

f«' = 6' + c^-26c cosyl .. (i)

6*=..c2 + o2_2cacosB ... (ii)

lc»=a»+6'-2a6cosC.. (iii)

(a)

(6)

cosA= ^ -t^

cos J5=

cos C =

26c
c'+g'-fc'

2ca

2a6
^~

(15)

(16)

Set (a) makes known the third side n^ a triangle whentwo sides and the included angle are given and set rMmakes known an angle when the thre^^SU ^^ ^vin^
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Notice that in (a) the side that appears on the left

^ FmnP/rf-ri®' *,"??' ^-'***' ^0' to find c.From (15, m) c»-a»+6»-2a6 cos C.
or c» -(20);+ (28)»-2X20X28 c^ 44«> 10'

. -/i84-1120X0.71732-380.6
.-.c- 19.51 nearly.

an^l^-
^^^"^ ''^'^' *=*2. c = 80, to find the three

(1) For the angle opposite 50 we have-
cos /I =*^^±^^' 42»+80»-50»

2ftc ™ 2X42X80 ~ ^*^^^^-
.*. i4=32°33'

(2) For the angle opposite 80 we have—
^ 50»+42»-80»
^ "2X50X42 <>-50857.

i^U?ter tharioo""^'
^ ''^ ^" *^^ ^nd quadrant and

as the sum of the angles is 1 80»
'

^^^"^==26 53',

EXERCISE X.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

u Ia'J":^^'
'^^^O' find the angles.

If a=24.3, 6 = 17.75, A =27- 15', fSd c.Given a = 15.71. 6 = 18.37, fl = 162«' 38' to find cGiven a = 42.3, 6 = 56.1, C= 370 44' to findTi" c
-. Starting from A 1 measure off 320 rods to /' I

^s to c'^'l^lf'^'T. *^°y«^ «^ 50' a;dV480^ Ti,« «ii 7 ^*''
*! '* ^'^^ ^ to C in a straight line"

A to r f,^*^ -r^^."^
^° ^ «^^ by ^^y of C From^ to Cis 23 miles direct north, and from C to S is 42
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. miles 27«» east of north. How much will th^ r,^A u^

shortened by ffoinir directlv fmmT*« d ? ^"^^ ^
• • be the dirertiS?

^ *° ^' *"*^ ^^' ^"

line ^S^^i"''^ ^ J
'^"^'^ "**«"« « JO mile straight

9. In any triangle a=b cos C+c cos B Prnw th«

Hence from figure of Art. 21,^^=c sin A, and the base AC is 6.
. . Denotmg the area by A we get—

.^, ,
A =J6csin>l .,-.

with two symmetrical expressions ^ ^

iucTudedTngir
*'' '"" '" '^""^ °^ *-° «<^- -nd the

Ex. If b^25, c = 36. ^=470 18'. A=ix25X36
sin 47° 18' -450X0.73491 =330.709. ...

Again sinM = 1 -cosM = , - p-^^jfde.i)

«*
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and 1
6*+c»-a'1»

J
" 26c

-a' a'-(b-cy
26c J 26c • 26c
_(a+6+c) (6+c-o)(rfo-6)(a-|-6-c).

46'c'
and putting (c+6+c)-2j, and hence (a +6-c)-
2(J— c), etc., we finally get

2
sin A~-^-V\s (s-a) (s-b) (s-c)\.

And from (17),

A-v'jj(J-a) (j-6) (j-c)l (18)
and as .f is the half sum of the sides this gives the area
in terms of the sides.

Various other expressions may be obtained for the
area of the triangle, but those given are the most useful.

Ex. 1 . Given a = 24, 6 = 36, C = 55* 20', to find the area.

A "2 ^* sinC=2 X24X36Xsin 55® 20'

= 432 X.82248 = 355.31
Ex. 2. Given a =13, 6 = 14, c = 15, to find the area.

Here s = 2l, s-a = S, s-b = 7, s-c=6.
.••• A = \/j2lX8X7X6| =84.

Ex. 3. Given a = 20, 6 = 15, /I =50*, to find the area.

By the sine frrmula, sin B=-^r- sin 50°
3 20

=^X0.76604 = 0.57453. And 5 = 35° 4', and the

solution is not ambiguous.

Then A= 2X20X15 Xsin 94° 56' = 149.445.

23. The Circumradius.—We have A =- 6c sin /I

A
Whence

and

6c sin A
, abc
a =

/e=
(18)

Other expressions for R are readily obtained.
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Now (18) A-VU (.— a) (,-b) (s-c)\ -336.

Whence b_?6X28X3
4X316 "'*"•

EXERCISE XI.

si<iLri??*h/?f-^'
"« 'rij'Kotar fleM in which two

3 mL^X "^^- V^ ^^ included angle is 76° 17'.

36 and 60.
' '™"«'' """^ ^''«' »« ».

,
* T"™ »des of a triangle are respectively 14 and 21feet, and the area is 125 sq. ft. Finfthe angle bSweS
5 "if ta PxT.r' ''"3'.«">.W«-ity and exjwn t

thed?4™ir;wlnch an^"'
*'"" "' '" "i' "' -P'-

wlfen^i4a°trS^oIr ^^"' ^"^^ °' » "-«'*

»„H .* *"?."«'« » inscribed in a circle of 20 ft. diameter

of1heTria%7e'" ' " '"" ' " ''"•' ">' <>"" A«s

Ofjhe!S^&t^^,,rSi^u?y'it "'"' '"^ ^^

are%8';'^VaV;SrXS'i*et'™»«'^ "— ^0-

Ch^'th1teJ?inVret
^"'

"• '• ^- "»- "«
(Let M be the foot of the median, and <p be the ancri^between the median and the base. 6. Appirthe cosfneformula to the triangles BAM and BCM!^lVeLTna"e

sidelonh^Ungt"^ "^ '""'*^°" °' ^ ^°^^""« °^ the
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i

12. If tf be the angle of a paraUelogram, and a> be the
angle between the long diagtmal and the base, show that

tantfaiT- i^ 6+acos 6'

13. If a, 6 be adjacent sides of a parallelogram, d be
the angle between them, and y» be the angle between

*^"*^' P"*^* ^^** ^" f -2o6 sin e/ (of-m
14. The area of a triangle is 2R} sin yi sin S sin c!

15. The area of a triangle is^ \/\22a*l^-£a*\.

}S' ?*c*5^ °^ * triangle is a». sin B sin C/2sin A.
17. To find the distance from i4 to P a base line AB

1000 yds. long, is measured in any convenient direction'
The angle BAP-IA" 18', and >lflP-114«> 38'. Find
AP.

18. A tower 50 feet high stands on a mound. From
a point on the level ground the angle of elevation of
the top of the tower is 75°, and of the bottom 45«>.
Fmd the height of the mound.

19. AB is a base line 1000 feet long. AC is per-
pendicular to AB and the angle i4BC = 85<» 10' AB
is produced to £> so that the angle ACD -84*' 30' Find
the distance AD.

24. Applications of Trigonometry to Forces, Etc

—

In Its appUcations to statics and dynan-ics Trig-
onometry plays an important part. And we here pro-
pose to give a number of elementary applications, partly
as esterases in Trigonometric work, and partly so thatwhen the student meets with them in other places thevmay not be altogether strange to him.

It is necessary for this purpose to assume certain
fundamental principles which are fully estabUshed bv
experiment and in works upon statics. These are as
follows

:

(o) A force may be completely represented by a line-
segment, the beginning of the segment being the point
of apph^tion of the force, the direction of the segment
givmg the direction of the force, and the length of the
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Sr}o?L"S?r*^J^ ^^ magnitude or gmitness oftne force. Thus OP represents a force which acts at

Mff. 13

t^o tt"lLSl ?r;.
^^' ^^ '^ P-P°«^°-^ - magnitude

r5/?*L^i nn''*''^
* *^.^ ^"^ t° ™ove on a smaU wireOR, and OP were a thread exercising a puU or foJce

we"kaow ^^i'T^^^'lf '" ^°'^" ^y *^^ l"^«th of C7P.

The force thus acting along OR and exertinjr an in-fluence to move the bead along OR is a oart of OPand is called the resolved part of OP along OP
'

ulir%r^^"a'j'?^' ^°"°^ ^y ^'^^i^^ ^^ perpendic-

^POR k^A'A »! "^^nsequently expressed by OP
UO' RP' be perpendicular to L, 0'P'=^OR and is theCf^ °^

^f-
°".^- Hence,' /Ae resolved faH of l

^Tilf^uH ^""^ 1 '^- ^'^^^ ^^iiiplied by L cosine

tLuJ^ ^ d»rec/ian of the force and that of

ttim
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Cor. If OP is p«irpendicular to L the codne of the
angle is zero. Hence a force exMs no effect, or has no
resolved part perpendicular to its own direction.

c

H«. IS

(c) When two forces OA and OB, differing in direc-
tion, act on a point O, they are exactly represented in
aU thar effects by the diagonal, OC, of the patallelo-
gnam OC, of which the sides represent the given forces.
That IS, the single force OC acting alone will produce
etactly the same effect on O as the two forces OA andOB acting together. OC is then cafled the Resultant
of OA and OB, and OA and OB themselves are resolved
components of OC.

Ex Two forces A, /„ (OA and OB), act on at angle
d with one another, and R, (OP), is their resultant
acting at angle <p with /,.

Then OP'^OA'+OB*+20A .OB cos d.

u'u .
••?'"^>'+/»' + 2A/,cos^, (19)

which gives the magmtude of the resultant.
Again, if Pg be 1 to OB,

^ OQ OB+PB cos d'

or tan ^ fi sin 6

/i cos ^ -f /j '
•

which gives the direction of the resultant.

(20)
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Cor I. if <?-o in (19), the forces are coincident indirection, cos d^l and /?» ./,>+/« +2/^,- (/,+/^^
"*

and/?=./j+/„
or the resultant is the sum of the forces.

Cor. 2 If <?=180« the forces act in opposite direc-
tions, and cos ^=-1, and iP-/»+/^-2//

or/?-/,-/,,
"'"

and the resultant is the difference of the two forces

mi^l,HA"{" ^'®-. ^ ^^^ *^o foJ^s equal inmagnitude but acting m opposite directions uton the

s'SkantTm.
"'""^ each^SSer and have tS re!

«f?no T'"? 5^- °^ ^,*'*<* ^ P°"°ds °»ake an angleof ao**, to find their resultant and its direction
i?>=6»+8'+2X6X8 cos 30"= 100+48x73and tan ^ = 6 sin 30/ (8 + 6 cos 30) -0.2273

'

and ^ = 12*'49'.

- -'i?*^'*

EXERCISE Xn.

tn fiJ'!!?
•°''*^ ?^ *^ ^'"'^ 20 act at an angle of 72<»

to find their resultant and its direction.
'

2. A rope IS throvm about a post and the ends are

with each other Find the pressure on the ^t
^'s^ZVltuSllZ^J''' '' -^ '^^^ -"Itant

4^ A string tied to a stone on a level floor nuUs uo
f^'tfH-" ^°^^" °^ 2^° 20' with the floor Find tLforce tending to move the stone along the floor aS)the force tending to lift the stone

* '"^ °°°'^- ^^^'

*J'J\^ *^"*^ ^ ^^^ 20 feet from the tow-oath is

on^^e^ ^ -""^ '^. ^"^l* ^°"^- What part of tSpuSon the rope is effective in moving the hSu forwarf?^

^P'x^r ^^' ^^ ^ rectangular axes, and let /. /

_"^- ki-

^h^^iit^mmJmau^
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^

|;il

Vlg. 17

Then if i? be the resultant making angle ^ with OX,
the part of R resolved along OX must be equal to the
sum of the resolved parts of all the forces along OX, etc.

.". R cos ^'=If cos or, resolving along OX;
and R sin ^=1) tan a, resolving along OY.

.'. Dividing

. If sin a
^ If cos a v**^

Squaring and adding
R^= {If sin a)» + (2'/ cos a)» (22)

Ex. OP and OQ are two forces acting at O, and PX
is equal and paraUel to OQ, so that OPX is a trian^e,
and PX represents in direction and magnitude the force
OQ.

Then, because LB is negative, /?sin^-:&sin A —
a sin B-=the resolved part i. to OX; and from the

^:\
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IMoperty of the triangle 6 sin >1 -a sin B, (14). .-. R
sin f —0, and there is no resolved part of the resultant
±ioOX.

Also R cos f "b COS A+acos B, since cos (-B) is
poative.

But in any triangle 6 cos i4 +a cos B-c, (8).
.-. c, or OX is the resultant.
Hence, if two forces are represented in magnitude

and direction by two -sides (OP and PX) of a triangle
taken in the same order, the resultant is represented in
magnitude and direction by the third side (OX) taken
in reversed order.

Ex. 1. A ball of weight w lies on a plane inclined at
angle B with the horizon. Find (o) the force required
to keep the ball from rolling down the plane. (6) The
pressure of the ball upcm the plane.
AH is horizontal; AB the plane with the angle BAH

-^; and W^ is the Sail.

Draw WE vertically downwards and of proper length
to represent the weight w. TW? can be resolved into
two forces, WP^'t acting down the plane, and WQ orPE-p acting directly against the plane, and thus
representmg the pressure of the ball on the plane.

(a) WP^t'-'W sin'9=the force acting down the
plane, and therefore the force required, acting up the
plane, to keep the ball at rest.

(b) WQ^p^w cos d is the pressure against the
plane.
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*u^' ",^-0 t^ plane is horizontal; /-O andthere 18 no tendwicy for the baU to move; and *-w.or the whole weight of the baU presses against the plane.

Cor. 2. If tf--, the plane is vertical; /-w and the
whole weight of the ball is the force along the plane-and ^-0, or there is no pressure on the plane

««r!^ 1.. 1.^^?*' "'' " suspended by two strings.

2?^?1.'^^*' "^^ an angle a with the horizontal, and
ti?^-^^t,*^».!2«^ ?• ^° ^^ ^^ tension of the strings.

stnngs, ^ and B being m the same horizontal Kne.
iy IS kept m equifitHium by w acting vertically

t:xri?n^grst'5:g^:^°
^^^^^^^^

'^ ^"^ ^ -*-^ "p-

pJ^SwZ ^°^^^"*" *° «• "meeting G// drawn

Then », /^ and <, form a triangle.

From the «»ine formula. ^ .?!Ej?W^^sin CJTB

smce XPr5 is the supplement of WHG. So also a+/3
IS the supplement of AWB.

law a-r,*

. , cos /J

••^' anla +/?)«'•

and similarly ^ = .„^^^^^.sm (a+^)
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Cor. If the strings are equally inclined to the vertical,

«-/», and /,-<,- 4^ w
sin 2a

w
2 sin a'

EXERCISE Xm.

o **Tj^ 5*^ °^ weight w rests on a plane inclined at angle

\. f « ^^ ^°*'*^ ^*"** **^^^°« horizontaUy will keep
the ball at rest; and also the pressure on the plane.

Discuss the case when 6 becomes large.
2. Solve Ex. 1. When the force is applied at 45*' to

the horizontal.

3. A ball of 100 pounds hangs by a cord. A string
fastened to the ball draws it 5* out of the vertical. Find
the tension on the rope and on the string (a) when
the pull is horizontal, (6) when the puU is 1 to the
rope.

4. A rope 20 feet loiag is fastened to two supports in
the same horizontal Une and 15 feet apart, and a weight
of 100 pounds is suspended from the centre. Find the
tension of the rope and the horizontal thrust on the
supports.

5. A boy's sled is attached to a sleigh by a rope mak-
ing an angle d with the toad. What is the lifting force
on the sled when the horizontal force is 10 pounds?

26. Orthogonal Projection.—>IB is a line-segment

,
^ J? ^°y ^^"^- ^>1' and BB' are perpendicular

to L. Then A'B' is the orthogonal projection of y4B on
L, and B'A' is that of BA on L.
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>ijf^ ?S^^/^^J°
meet L in £?, we see HoAA^B*^

ur^^u' .^^**i^* projection of a Kne-aegment

^« ?^*u^' ^ ?* hne-aegment muhipUed by thecoane ofthe angle between it and the giv«i Kne.

'4. « :
* projection of a segment upon a Kne 1 to

Itself 19 zero.

^BCD is a dosed polygon and AB, BC, CD, DA aretne sides m continuous onler. The sum of the projw-uons in the same order is A'B' +B'C'+C'A'+A'D'

Th^^'**^ '"*" ^' *"** "*** ** ^'' *^' »""> »»
«~*

The sum ofthe projdctions of the sides of a closed Poh-

hri«^H.***« ''^'''tF^ ^'^ ^ '^o, the projectionsoemg made on any line whatever.
In the practical application of this prolific prindolecar* must be exerdsafthat the terms£XpS^^

are taken with their proper signs.
projecuon

Ex. OPQR is a concyclic quadri-
lateral having the angles at P and R
right angles, and the angle at 0«tt

Pr. OP+Pr. P(?+ Pr. QR+ Vr. R0~
0, on any line. Projecting on OR, Pr.

e^-0,andPr.i?0=-6. .-. acos«+*
sm «-6-0 fnds * in terms of a, b and a. Pfe. 22

Additiok Thborbms.

27. A theorem or formula which giyes a function of

wSl.«c^f *°i!
*^^ f»fference of two angles in terms of

functions of the single angles is caUed an addition theorem. «

The prindpal addition theorems are for the sine the
cosine, and the tangent.
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OXf (9F are two lines at right angles to one another,
and OPQ is a triangle right-angled at Q.

Then,

Pt.OP+Ft.PQ+ Pi.QO=0
on any line.

But projecting on OX, Pr. OP-OP cos (A+B),
Pr. PQ^PQ^nA,
Pr.QO^-OQcosA.

.-. OP cos (A +B) +Pe.sin A ~0Q cos A -0
and dividing throughout by OP, and transposing we
get (a), cos {A +B) =cos A cos B-sin A sin B.
Now, write-B for B in (a). And because cos (-B)

= cos 5, and sin (-B) = -sin B, we get
(6), cos {A -B) =cos A cos B+sin A sin B.

;r
Again, writing - A for A in (6) gives

—

cos —A+B =cos
(I-

A cos B -I- sin m^-y4|sinB

or (c), sin (i4 +B) =sin A cos B+cos A sin B.
And finally writing-B for B in (c) gives

(d), sin (A -B) =sin A cos B-cos A sin B.

These four formulas are in constant demand, and
they arejhere collected for reference—

HMriiiiM
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v'23)

3« H+?>-«f«^«»^-ra»i4 8iiiB ... i^ J^ TS""" 1 «» ^-«» ^ Sin fl. . .uros X +B) -cos ^ cos B-8in ^ sin B. .iii

All !? K~:?^ "*=?* ^ «» ^+siii ^ sin 5. .ivAU the relations of the set may be obtained diritlv bv
8k^S??k*»— • ^I P'^i^i^g the triangle 0?d a^OYwe obtain i, and by making LPOX^A n^LPnn-fl. we project on OX and on OY and obtaL?v and^These are left as exercises to reader.

28. Addition Theorem for the Tangent-

tan (><+p)-^ (^+^)^ sini4cosB-}-coSi4 8inB

ntirj^. K^*t.
<»8(i4+B) cos i4 cos 5 -sin /I sin B

^L^^*r".^?.*°; *°^ denominator of fhrex-

S;r^"«t^\o "*^' "^y^^^ B. This red«:^

tan (.4 +B) - tan yl +tan B
1-tan A tan 5' (24)

-U^l wf/^'-?
*""* "-"^^bering that tan (-B)-

tan {A -B) -J*BAri^ 'ij»
-^ l+tany« anB (:^^)

29. Functions of Double Angles.—
Making B=^ in i (23) gives

an 24 =2 sin >1 cos yl.
Making 5=4 in iii gives

cos 2A =cosM -sinM =cosM - (1 -cos»A)

.-.CoUecttog-
=' ('-»"''<)- 1-1 -2 SinM

silt 24 =2 sin i4 cos i4, i 1

cos2yl=2cosM-l,.
ii

' =l-2sinM,....: iii
-

=cosM-sinM,
. . iv

Again, making B=Ain (24) gives-

tan 24 = -Al55ji_
1 -tan» A

/

(26)

(27)
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siMn-2)r°''*
'^^ **° *^"^ "in ^ cos (n-l)(?+

~2^ <? cos ^. And subsUtution and transpositiS

o^iH^^^ sin <? cos (n-l)tf+sin (n-2)tf . . . .(28)Cor. Making n»3 we get

—

'

sin 3^-2 sin (? cos 2^+sin ^-sin tf (2 cos 2^+ 1)-sm d (3-4 sin»^) -3 sin 0-4 sin'd. . . . (29)

EXERCISE XIV.

^*V®7mP""J"^*^ "^''"^^^ »" t»»^ expansions ofcos (^ + <?) and of cos (^-6) and adding, deduce thefonniUa,cos n<?=2 cos ^ cos (n~l)d~cJ(n-:^d
2 From Ex. 1, prove that cos 3^-4 cos"tf-3 <ios 6
3. ^ow that sin {A +60°) +sin (.1 -60«) -sin A
4. Show that cos (X+60«')+cos (A-6oS=cos A.

{^A^-to^
expressions for sine and cosine of 15«,

6. Find sin (a+/J) and cos (a+/?) when dn a -land
sin/.4

L/i"^ ^°JfIo?"1.^ ^^° »° «"«1 expressions.We have 2 XlS^-^the complement of 3X18° There
fore sin 2X18°=cos 3X18«': or 2 sin 18° cos 18«r4
«>!' ^8;.-/'.«>« IS**. Hx. 2. Thence 2 sin 18"^ cos* U-
-3, which w^ quadratic in sin 18°. Its solution gives

=—T—
. Thence the cos 18°, etc.

sin 18°:

8. Show that it is possible to find sin 3° in surd expres-
sions. Compare Exs. 5 and 7.

»uf"expres

9. To find the height of a hill a flag pole 20 ft lone
IS placed upon the hill. The elevation of the top of% SJ ' 5%^"/^°"? * "^^"^ point ^ the levl is13° 20' and the elevation of the bottom is 12°

^&.

.^^
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10. Prove that Uii (45+ tf) -i±!2^
11. .'inct tan 15*, and also tan 75*.
12. Find an expreaiion for tan 3^ in terms of tan $.
13 Find tan (A+B+Q in tenns of tongentt of the

•ingk anglet A, B, utA C.
14. From Ex. 13, ihow that if i4, B, C are angles of a

tnangfc tan A +tan B+tan C-tan A .tan B\tlim C.

30. Functioaf of Half AnglM.—
From the rektions ii, iii (26) we get, by patting

2A -tf, and .-. A -^tf, the following teUtions—

, 9 1
co^

2 " 2
^* ''**• ^-

«n» 5-:5(l-co8^.

taa«| 1-cos e mj
(30)

1 +COS d'

Now multiply numerator and denominator of the frac-
tion on the tight, in iii (30), by 1 -cos 0, and

tan» -? - (^ -cos ^\ n-cosd
2 l-cos»^

tan
e 1 -cos e

7 sin 5
and using 1 +cos 6 a., lultiplier.

[
l-costf]^

I sin 9 J

(31)

tan-r*-
d sine

2 l+cosa"

Ex. To prove that tan [|+|] -sec d+ta

tan-j+tan^ 1+tan-J cos?+ sin^

(32)

8

1 — tan-, tan- 1 —tan 9 -x_co»:r-shi
e
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Multiply numemtor and denominator by cos ^+Mn^,
id we liAv#>

—

2 2'•nd we have

-(M1---5
co8»|+siii»|+2 linlcoal

coa'l-tin'l

But cos'|+ri„.|-,, 2 si„|co4-«n 0. cos»--sin'-.»'l-sin'l-

• tan f'^o. ^] * +an tf

• I4+ 2J
--^Sl «^ ^+tan <?.

EZERaSB ZV.

1. Given sin <?..1471, find sin | and tan |.

2. Show that tan (? tanI- V(l +tan'<?)-l =sec O-l

(u). Fmd the area of the triangle PAR.
(iii). Show that AR : RP^cos <9 : cos -.

(iv). When <?=60«» prove that RP'^SAR*.

wSTiSS^iSiiu^S^^ "^ ^'«— <^^

i .S°?^;«-'°"' '"^^^°°« -^ -t (23), art. 27. adding

sin (A +B) +sin (v4 -B) -2 sin yl cos »And subtracting iifmmi, ^ »»» ^ cos 5.

sin (^+B)-sin M-5)=2cos.4 sin B.
In each of these new equations write i (^+^) for 4
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^ I.-

and -^(9-^) for B. Then A-^B-^d and y4-B->^,

and we get—
And+Anf 2 tin ^ id +ip) COS ~(d-^)

and dn tf-8in^-2 cos x(^4f>)sin j(^-^)
vSindlarly, by adding and subtracting with regard to iii

and iv we obtain in Hke manner

—

coa tf+ cos ^-2 cos i (tf+y;) cos ^ {0-f).

u.u cos <p-cos ^=-2 sin
^ (^+^) sin i (^-y?),

or cos (?- cos ^ - 2 sin ^ {tp + O) sin i (^-^,
the change in the order of the letters in the hrtter case
being due to the fact that ifco8tf-cos^is +,^ must
be greater than d. and therefore ^--^ is positive.

Collecting the four results we have^
1 1

*

sin.4+sini?-2 sin ^ (A+B) cos ^(A-B). i

8ini4-sinB = 2 cos ^{A+B) sin lr{A-B) ii

coSi4+cosfl=2co8 j(X+B) cos ^(A-B) ni
^^'*^

cos /I -cos B-= 2 sin j(B + A) sin ^(B-.4)...iv

Ex. 1. sin 4/? + sin 2^ = 2 sin 3tf cos 8, and sin 46-
sin 2(7»'2 cos 3dsin ^.

Ex. 2. To express cos (n + 1) ^. cos («-l) ^ as a
sum of functions. This, from its form, must be the

sum of two cosines. But ^ (cos a+ cos 6) = cos ha+b)

'cos
2 (a -6). And comparing, -(a +6) = (n + l)fl and -

(a-6)-(n-l)tf.
^
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.-. a-2ii^, 6-2tf, and
1

51

CM(n+ l)d. ctM(n-l)d~^(coB2n0+co»2ff).

Bx. 3. To express cos 6 nn*6 in multiples of d and
witbout powers or products of functions.

From (29) sin'tf-A (3 ain tf-sin 3d).

.'. cos e sin«tf-| cos ^ sin d-~ sin 3^ cos ^,

Midco8^sin/»-i sin 20; and sin 3d cos 6^1 (sin 40+
in 2^.

^

.-. cos ^ sin'fif-lsin 2<?-i8in 46.

.32. To express tan ^ + tan B, and tan /I -tan fl as
products.

tan /I +tan 5-^" "* -|.g!Lg_g_" ^ cos g+cos A sin fl

COS^COSB CX)Si4GOsB
.-. tenyl+tanB-'"°(A+^) :

cos 4 cos B
Similarly tan ^ -tan B=^° ^^"^^ ::

cos 4 cos B

.(34)

EXERCISE XVI.

1. Express cos 9 sin»^ in nultiples of 6.

2. Show that sin 6 cos '=.2 sin ? cos (d--)
4 ^ 4

3 Show that in ^+ cos ^ = 2 sin [-+-^^1

4. If i4 i: C are fhe angles of a triangle, prove-
1. .cot B ct.t c+cot C cot ^ +cot A cot B==l.

ii. ain /: + sm /?+sin C-4 cos | cos | cos ^.

imUaMtMiummiima^Mi.
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|v 4+B+C-jr, C-«-(A+B) and sin C-an (4

.*. sin y4 +8in B+sin C-sin A +sin B+sin (A +fi)

-2sbi (i4+B)co8i(A-B)+2sini(A+B) cos 1

(A+J9)etc.)
5. Show that sin (tf+f) sin (^-<p)-(sin ^+sin ip)

(sin<?-sin^)-sin»(?-sinV. ^ ^
-^wn y>;

6. Prove that cos (6+^) cos (^-»)-co8»^-sinV-
cos'fj-sin*^.

^

7. Express as sums, or differences (i) sin 26 cos 30

-

(U) cos 4tf sin 3d; (iii) cos 2tf cos 60, (iv) sin ^ sin 5^
8. Express as products, (i), sin 4^+sin 0; (ii) sin 60-am 20; (iii), cos 4«+co8 0; (iv), cos a^-cos SO.

32. AnglM «i Aiudliaiiii.—Owing to the inter-
relation of the trigonometric functions, they may often
be profitablv emi^yed in the solution of problems in
algebra and ^-eometry, from the final result of which
the funftion has been eliminated. Angles whose func-
tions are so employed may be called auxiliary angles
by eltmination.

Ex. 1. Let sin tf—a and tan O^h. Then because
there is a fixed relation between sin and tan 0, so
there must be the same fixed relation between a and 6,

„^A oo «-. a ^^ ^ sin , aana as tan 2 ________ ^ j ^—J±—CM^ yi_sin»^; vr^
E?. 2. To fnd the vahie of Vo»+6», where a aad 6

are large nuu ts.
_^ /—

u

Vo» -f 6»—a 1/ !+-', Now, since the tangent of an

angle may have any value whatever, we may get an

angle (?8uchthattan/?=.^. Then w^i-i-? -v/fljrtirftf

-sec 0, and Vo'-f.6»-.a sec 0.

In this example we make use of the relation between
the tan 6 ami sec 9 in order to avoid squaring and ex-
tracting the square ttxit.
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Ex. 3. ABCp is a square with side a. A', B' C D' arepomts upon the sides such that AB'^BC'^cb't!^DA'
-*». Tp. find the area of the square PQRS.

Fig. 24

Denote the angle DAA' hy d
.
Then ^5-a cos <? and ^P-m cos <?. r. PS^{a~ni)

cos 0; and PS»= (a-m)» cos»<?. But DA' /AD^- =
ten 5. a

.'. cos g= ,
**

- and ps« «<*'(«-»«)*
^,

quired area.

Cor. If w=0. P5«=a«; if m = a, PS'^O; if m-^

EXERCISE XVn.
.4BC£) is a rectangle and BF and £>E are oemMiHio,,

lars upon the diagonal AC.
perpendicu-

Vig. 34
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Det tbe sides AB and BC be denoted by 6 and a
rrtpectively. Then every line about the figuie, and the
area of ev«ry triangle should be expressible in terms of

a and 6. Denote the angle CAB by 0.

aSui hence sin e>

V^+B»; and 006 $>

Then tan 9—f,
6 *

1. To find the ratio a :b when AC^c.BF. c beine
constant.

*

4C-6 sec tf ~ -Vi^+^j 5/r,a cos <?-
"^

ab
'V^T^'CQSd

and we must have Va'+ft* u_ ^. --

whence(|)'-c(|) . . ^^^
2. Find the ratio a : 6.when DE^cEF.
3. Find the ratio a : 6.when EF-'C.AC
4. To find BE,—

BE'=AB»+AE*-2AB.AE cos 5-6»+a»sin»^-2a6
sin (?cos ^

.0, and ^-i (c±N/?r4).

-6». 2aV a*-aV+b* a'+b*

(a»+6»)»-
.-. ^£-Varp6«/(a»+6»).

5. Prov*thatB£'-ylC»-3BF».
6. Find the area of the parallelogram BEDF.
7. Find the area of the triangle BEC.
8. Find the area of the triangle BEH.
9. Show that cos EBF-ab/^a*- o*i* + 6<
10. Show that tan ABE^tan* BAE.

, ^ \'.J^^^
*^** *^« rectangle oa AC and EF is equal to

the di£Ferencebetween the squares on the sidesABand BC.

Loo-Functions and Logarithmic Formui^\s.

33. Logarithms are used to simplify and extend
arithmetical operations, and their proper rekitions are
vrith arithmetic and algebra. And yet some works on
Trigonometry are so constructed that one, who did not

'SM.
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^eSS"^' T^^ natuiiuy infer that logarithmswere essential m the practice of Trigonometry -

lern^ ^m^TSlV°' '^' ^'^' *' ^"^^ ^^ «W P«)b-leni in practical Tngonometry may be accuiatelv a«/i

"^^l^'^"^
without any rSrencJ to to^SSS.

*'^

I^ganthms are introduced in trigonometrirooeiataons and calculations as a matter ofomv^c^^d
because a large part of the practical wSk^l??^^
etry.conasts of arithmeticil o^ti^t^j^ch ^m^"
fya'Sfhir""''""'

'°^^"'' o'^viding one funSSi
The trigonometric functions, being ratios ar» tinm

bers. and admit of having their logarithmftaS^ aft";

^CrithLf'f'' ?."'°^"-, ^^^ logarithms arecaued loganthm c functions, or log-functions.
Thus sin 50O

IS 0.76604. This number being a dec-imal its logarithiu is 1.88425 to five places. And asthe sme of an angle can never exceed uiSv th^W
"ToaT^JtWs'S'e?

'^"^ "^^^^^^ chaSriS«.'°^-lo avoid this the sines are multipUed by ten thousandmillions or 10"; or, in other words, 10 is add^^o^S
characteristic. And thus /. sin So'o is 9 18425 Sim
ma'iLr

"^ T/' ^°«^ (~^ ^«> + »« °r 9.80807 In ikemanner we get log-tangents, log-secants, etc and thes!bemg tabulated in order form the tables of log-?uncti^^
34. Tables diflFer so much ''n the detaik of th^^ ««-

ISf t ^"f^^^^
o' all tables, but with any table of 5-olace

/. sin37«'2l'=:9.78k?6.
Thus the /. sine increases by 16 units in going through

60* or 1', and hence it increases -gxi6« 11.2 units in
going over 42^ So adding 11 to 9.78280 gives 9 78291as /. sm 37® 20' 42*.

8»vcs v./o/vi
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Ex. 2. To find /. COS 59*» 47' 18*. The tabk rives
/. COS 59* 47' -9.70180
/.cos 59« 48' -9. 701 58.

The log-c«Mie decreases 22 wiits for 60*. and hence it

decreases— X22 =6.6 units for 18*. Hence subtracting60
7 fjom9.70lSO gives 9.70173 as /. cos 59« 47' 18*
In hke mami«- proportional parts are to be takenfors^nds m any log-function, re^mbering that foTtS

.wJl"/^"^!,^'* **?*?* ^^ ^"«=««» "^^it^ logarithm

I^r^ ^ the angle increases, while the co-SnctioS

M le
*°«*"*^*°« decrease with an increase ^the

jgt. 3. To find e, when /. sin ^-9.81642
The table gives 9.81636=/. sin 40*> 56'

9.81651 -/. sin 40* 57'
diff. 15 for 1' or 60*.

And—-of 60* = '24*
But 9.81642-9.81636 = 6.

.-. ^=40« 56' 24'.
The best tables have contrivances for finding these oro-portional parts with a minimum of labor.

^

35. The method of taking proportional parts as iUus-trated m the preceding article, iVquite suffidSit for aSordinary cases which occur in practice. Burfor ven^

m / sm and /. tan are so irregular as compared withequal increments of angles, as to render the mSo?crfproportional parts useless.
m«noa oi

«^^"f'' *^*" 1° *^ ^°"°^''- The equation sin »'=
ei^r Kl "^ °^?y *r*^

*^** ^th five-place tables noerror is appreciable when n is less than 20. with th«erestnctions we have then, /. an n'-/.n+/. rin V
Ex. 1. To find /. sin 3' 14* 4

"'•»+^*«^73.

Sil^l:'*";?';^!'/"** ^°«^- 3.24-0.51054.

»J? ••
^° ^ 14'4=0.51054-^6.46373-6.97427.

and this IS correct to the last decimal place
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TioM principle can be extended as far as 6(K or 1*,
if we subtract from the result, 1 when n lies between
20 and 50, and 2 when between 50 and 60.
A similar process appUes to the finding of the /. Un-

gents of small angles, /. tan n' -/.«+/. tan 1'

-/. n+6.46373,
except that instead of subtracting 1 and 2 between the
linuts given, we add to the final result.

Ex. 2. To find when /. sin ^-7.10485.
This angle is evidently small, as the characteristic of

the /. sine is only 7. Therefore 7.10485-6.46373 =
0.64112, which is the logarithm of 4.377.

Therefore tf"..4'.377=.4' 22*. 62.
With the use of natural functions no such difficulties
occur with the sine and tangent of small angles, as
that is the very case in which proportional parts are
most trustworthy.

36. The working rules of logarithms are included in
the three statements

—

(a) logo +logd-log (ab).

(b) logo - log 6 -log ^.

(c) log o'-w logo.

Thus the addition of logarithms corresponds to the
multiplication of numbers, and the subtraction of log-
arithnu to the division of numbers; and there is no
operation with logarithms corresponding to the addi-
ticm or subtraction of numbers. So that given log o
and log 6, we find log (ab) by addition, ^ut we have no
direct means of finding log (o+6) or loj, a-b).
Hence formulas involving addition oi subtraction of

functions are not adapted to logarithms, and it becomes
necessary to so transform such formulas as to replace
additions and subtractions by multiplications and
divisions.

Thus the sine formula is adapted to the use of logar*
ithnu, while the cosine formula is not.

i<
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anrilariy, ,in ^+rin is not adapted to the iwe of
Iog«ithins. whik its equivalent 2 ^ i (^+^ ^ i

S^w2«^S '***?'***' " «» •Edition and subtraction i^

+^'b^^&'?:!^^S^^ fi»d ^. when sin ^.sin ^
/. sin tf-log (sin 12«'Vsin 8«»')

-foir « sin 10«» m- ^%

37. Tmaifefnation of Codne FonnuUi

a»-6»+c»_26ccos>4
so «a to Find ^ When the Side. a« Given.

Since cos A ~~±^-^:
2bc ' *• ^*^)' *"<* cos -4 2cos»^

2-l,i. (30).

.-. 2 cos» ^ = 1
+*'±^-_«'. (6+ c)»-a»

2 2bc 2bi
—

-

(*±^+ «)i6jf c- o)

2bc •

a'LTtKifilu^^^^J^ *-^— ^ (-«). etc.,

cos ^^y/iUijzfLn

Then /. cos - »-|iog.+iog(,_«)_fo^j_^^^j
(35./.)
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A ABy this method we find /. cos ^ , thence ^ and finally

A. A conjugate fonatUa derived, in a similar manner.
A

fn»i the relation cos i4 - 1 -2 sin' ^, is

(36)

and /. sin ^ --{log(j-6) +k)g(j-c) -logft-logcj (36./.)

Of the two forms (35) and (36), (35) should not be
used when the angle is known to be small, and (36)
should not be used when the angle is near 180**.

Co^ogarithm.—Define the co-logarithm of a number

w by log -. Then c. log n-log - -log 1 - log n-0-
WW y%

log «- -log n.

Hence to add the co-logarithm of a number is equiva-
lent to subtracting the logarithm of the number. Form
(35./.) may consequently be written

—

A 1
/. cos -^ -Jno« J+Jog(j-a)+c. log6-|-c. log c\ . .(37)

and we thus have only additions in the formula.
And the co-logarithm may be taken from the table

by finding the desired k>garithm, and beginning on the
Irft and subtracting every figure from 9, except the
extreme right, which is taken from 10.

Ex. Given the sides of a triangle a -13.45, 6-17.20.
c-21.87, tofindA.

Here j-j(13.45-H7.20 -1-21.87) -26.26; j-a- 12.81

logf
log(j-

= 1.41929
-a) -1.10755 .-./.cos ^-9.97573.

c. log 6 -8.76447 .-. ^-18° 59'.

c. k^c -8.66015

2 19.95146

.-. A -37" 58'.

9.97573
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TI.O aid-i ttTi^S^ SS,"^^

Th«eforea»-.6.+c»-46cco.i|+2&
^

-(ft+c)>-46cco««^

Now, (6+c)«>46c, so that-^^i
Hence putting fr*f cb«A.^„ o

6+7 -2--an 0, we have

And we thus obtain the «?iifi/«« k

Ioga-log(»+c)+,.eo,#. fW
ax. Given 6-30. c«42 a^aao ^ ^ ,

^

,
log2-0 30I03 "•'°*"•'''•

J(Iog»+IogO-^.550^8
#-560 44/

1 _ i4 ^ 'cos ^= 9 73921
'• cos^-9_,92842 k>g (6+^)-! .85733

-log (b+c) = } n??? ^°« a-r59654
\ .

-*
-

1 85733 .-. a =-39 49
/. sin ^- 9.92230
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ili^Ts2!*8l£?S?***".^^®~ '««n»l* to M to find

2S«SS SST^gSS-^ two ad- «d^

b nnB' " a^b''taaA-^B'

2 cosi (4 +B) am i (^ _B) "tan r(XI7)

But tan
2 (^+«)-cot i C, since ^+B+C-180»,

.•.Un^M-P).irjeotic
(39)

This gives i (^ -B); and 1 (^ +S) -90»-i C;

and i (^ -B) +^(^ +B)^A; and i(^ + J?) -^ (^ -B>
-5, which makes known A and B.
As k>garithnuc formulas we have

/. tan -(A -B) -log(a-6) +/.coti C-log (a+b)
1 .

^

i(/l+5)=90«'-ic (39.7.)

'cot
J. -0.09680 ic-38O40^

-log(a+6) - -2.04922 1

1
/. tan ^(^-B) -9.25170

.-. i(i4-B) = io«>r.

2(i4+5)-51«20'

2 (i4-B)-l0O7'.

.-. ^=61«27', B- 41*13'.

#t

..r.a>:'.S:i
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zvm.

(c) *. Un 3' 17*. 3. (di I tin 27* M
y< *5* **^ ^*»**« /. Unit 2.34712.

2. If *-v?:^ .how that if /. tMi ^-lof 6-kw a.

42' sTio^i'J?*" ?" ^T*^ ^ +**» ^' '^'••w ^ -32<»

tio^. •

"***^ *"''* °^y • *•"« «f i<«-w
4. Given /.cos tf, show how to find /. sec tf.

^* ^' *"T?I^ "^^ '*»' log a-2 /. tan |.
6. If 6-0 On e-h cos <?, show that log o- log 6+/

cot^.

^7.^In the triangle ABC, a.27.3, 6-34.1, c-45.6. to

'

^LV ''**"^^' ""'''• *-245. C-yS" W, to find

funcUc^s""'"*'
''* ^'"^ °' V^r^^^Z^HMi-by log-

INVBRSB OR Circular Functions.

quantity but of operation.
» not a symbol of

,

* ^ expression sin"** is read "the anrle whos* iri««

^^^^^^^ra^aesgnatKm is longest, but most truthful and
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d«M¥r function, u^n^y nmnerout withX^!
etc. The figuwwffl serve to ahwtmethew

' '^^'

Thus as
A/P

so

OP ""OP'
AP . _.PM
OP'^ -OP-

c.^.f"^I^J^^-cos-OM-tan-^^r-sec- OT etcSinularly, Pfi-co8-»MP-cot-Mr=co8ec-W:

'

Ifsin(?-/,-cos[|-(9]. (?-sm-'j^and |-(9,cos-»^

.*. sin-'/>+cos-'/»---

Similarly tan-*/»+cot-»/»--

sec~*^+cx)sec~*^.
'2;

(40)

S^SLJ^?"?;" ^"^^^ "^"^ «^t importance in the2««tions of the diflFerential. and esp^aUy. the in-t^ral calculus. The important theo*rems. howevSate not numerous.
""wcvcr,

«.i*jwi,*?° t»nr**+tan-»:v, that is to express thisMun m the form of a single inverse tangent.
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Then x-taa ^ •nd y-un tf

nd tail
(y4-(y)-5*°y^-t«'g.*±y

f+ tf-Uii-«*+tso-«y-Un-* f^tZ

.

1—xy

-!*+>

and we may write

tan-**+tan-*y-tan

(41)

Ex. l.tan-4+tan-»4-tan-»-
2^3

1

1-4.

i

2

Ex. 2. 2 tan"»4-tan-»—

^

1-L
23

Un->1-?
4

—tan *-T^.
24

tan-*-^.
12

The meaning of example I is that if two angles be

constructed such that the tangent of the one is i and the

tangent of the other is-, the two angles together wiH

make up 45* or -r^r.

4

42. To sum sin-»«+sin-y
I>t «p— sin"** and d— sin-*y
Then x^sin <p, y— sin 6, v/l —«»=-<

cos 5.

But sin (ip-i-6) -an y> cos tf+cos y sin d

.: <P+tf-sin-» \xVT:~p+yVr^\
or sin-*«+sin-»y-sin-» j«Vrr:i?+y\/T35n
Similarly

^ ' ^U
<!09-«ap+cos-V-coe-M^-V(l-^ (l^f) ]}'

% Vl _j^.

(42)
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nxRcisB xa.

1. Knd 2 tan-* 3 at an invene tangent.

2. Show that 2 tan-« i +tan-»i-^
3 7 4'

3. Show that 2 tan-* 4+2 tan"* i+tan-'i-'^
5 8^"*"

7 4'

4. Prove that 4 tan"*-- tan-» -i—- *
5 239 4'

5. Prove that 2 ain-**-8in-»2xvTr3
6. Show that 2 co8-*x.coa-* (2«»-l).
7. Ifxsind-li^na 2^+ ijr« ain 3tf- +

65

tan-> -*^
•how b> chingiriR tie sign of x and subtracting, that
X sin ^+_i^sijn3 5 +1^ sin 5 tf+ . .

. -itan-»^^^^

Tmgonombtric Constructions.

;-5*K ®^ t'»8pnometric construction we mean the find-mg. by pphtcal methods, of the values of "i.h tSo-ncmetnc expressions as can be found, a-, v . H hi^-ffia«t^dem.nts given to make t>. c ..:^.S

^r^^^\^Z SntrgSS^tL^r^a^n^. But the length of this rSV'^ZriZ
On account of the endless variety of such trieonometne expressions as are capable of being wnStSno very general principles of^tion^^bTkMdS^'.and even the construction ofV given^sTinav Srf^;

5
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Bx. 1. Tb ccmstmct an angk wliote doe is given.

Tftlce any line-segmentOP as ladiiis and on it describe

Ml. 27

the senudrde OitfP. In this semicircle place the chord
PM-OPXgiveil sine, and join MO.
Then MOP is the requii^ angle. This gives the

smallest angle, but the supplement ot MOP has the
same sine.

A similar construction fi;ids an angle whose oonne is

given. For if the chord OM be made equal to r times
the given cosine, MOP is the required angle.

Ex. 2. To construct an angle whose tangent is given.

Take an arbitrary segment, OA, as radius and draw

AT ± to OA. Make AT-rX the given tangent, and
join OT. TOA is the angle sought.

The same construction finds an angle whose secant is

given. Except that i4T is an inde^te line, and with
as centre and OT=rX the given secant, a circle is

described cutting AT in T, giving TOA m the angle
sought.

^Mg
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Ex. 3. Gim.aaa$+b<x» 0^c, to find theanrie 9.wbere o, S and c are given Une-segments.

Let U'^r cos ^, 6-r sin ^. Then f»-a»+6», ten y>

--,anda8in<?+6cottf-r8in(,p+ <?)-.c. .-. Intheright-
angkd triangle CB^, make CB~b. BA~a. Then ^.C4B-f andC4-r. With C as centre and c as radius
'*'*'" *^f^^' »°<1 ^ 7- a tangent to thisdnS ffic-rsin(CAD. •• C4r-^ + <?, and B>ir-(?.

Ex. 4. Construct the line-segment given bvMi4+cos A ,

o J
**• =

. where a and A are given.

a.

tan A
sini4+cos A

l^;^ -(a sin 4 +a cos .4) cot A.

Draw BC ± to OC, and make CD-^BC, and draw DP
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JL to OD to meet OP drawn ± to OB. Then DP i« the

segment sought.

For OC-a cos A, and CD'^CB^a sin A. And as

/VD is the complement of A, OPD^A, and PD^OD
cot A —a (cos A +sin >!) cot A.

4

BZERCI8E XX.

1. Construct an angle whose cotangent is given.

2. Cmstruct an angle whose cosecant is given.

3. Construct the rectangle abmi d cos =, where a, b, 6

are given.

l-

4. Ccmstruct af-(sin A -sin B) \/a*-l^, where A, B
are given angles and a, b given segments.

5. Find sin~* -r where a and b are given segments.

6. Construct a sin (i4 +tan"* -) where A is a given

angle and a and 6 given Kne-segments.

7. Construct tan-»-5+tan-»-^.

--^**'-'
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IStXCLBS AHD RTBUCagB.
tiic faa»Mf Kifttkmt:

(»> cot'^-iiM* i4 -2 COS* i4 - 1.

W Vl -iia *-("c tf-taa ^ Vl +sm ft

#-1 co«ectf+l'
W

(«)

(f)

oosA
+ —an A+ooBi4.

m any

l-tam A^l-cot A
mf A -WK*A -taa* A+t»n'A.
sin i4 +fii B-an C-4 sin ^ sin | cos

^
triaMde.

2. Fiad aay function of (9 from the foUowine:
(a) 2sin9«2-cos^
(») 8iitt9»4+cos
(c) tan ^4-sec tf -3, _.

fi) rfn*+2ooi^-l.
(•) tan 2 ^+cot #-8 COS* ft

3. In any ckck prove that the chord of 108* ia equal
to the sum of the chords of 36* and 60P.

1. A person an a Hght-house notices that th« an^
of depression of a boat coming towards him is a, and
that after m minutes it is fi. How long after the first
observatiMi will the boat reach the light-house?

5. (o) From the cosine formula show that

c^(a+b) sin fsec <p, if tan ^-^? cot S.• <j+o 2
(6) Express the results of (a) in logarithmic form, and

apply It to the case where a - 25.33, b - 1 8.46, C - 78*' 44'
6. Prove that a cos 0-\-b sin $

•V¥+& cosjtf-tan-*^].

7. Show from Ex. 6, that o cos e+b sin is a maxi-mum when 5-tan~* b/a.

8 (a) Divide analytical the angle A into two parts
such that the sum of the cosines of the parts is a dven
quantity m.

•^
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ib) Obtain a geometric oonstrucUoa for tte diviaioii.

9. Provethattan-*—-tal|^^?^*•--

10. A tide of a triangle is 4 and the omKMtte angle
3t^, and the altitude to another Side is -v/S- 1. Find
the other parts of the triangle.

U. The length of the median to side a u «n, and the
parts into which it divides its ang^ A are a and if

.

Find the other parts oi the triangle.

12. Solve the triangle in which a+h, c and A are
given. (Find a—b by cosine formula.)

13. The altitude of a rock is 47*. After waling 1©00
feet towards it up a slope erf 32®, the altitude is 7T*.
Find the vertical height of the rock above the fint pomt
of observation.

14. A hill rising 1 in 5 faces south. Show that a
road which takes a north-east course rises 1 in 7.

15. Find the direction in Ex. 14 that the zoad mav
rise 1 in 10.

^

16. A gable facing north 4ias a vertical angle of 2^.
Show that, when the sun is south at elevation a, the
Migle of the shadow of the gable is 2 tan"* (tan a tan f).

Pic 31

1/ fa the plane of a dial and GON is the gnomon' with
^e edge OG pointing to the north pole of the heavens,
mad L GOB fa the latitude tp. By the sun's apparent
daily motion the angle BGH, or hour angle, *, between
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tltt pKMneo and its wbadxm, it meamred ottt tmlFcMnly.
OK,mtd^thtmi^BOH-~0,hthttdgtOitht sliadow
«Boii tlie «al. Then, BH-c;Btan/^-OBta&&. And
GB/OB»akajp, wheuet tMi tf-«n f tan A.

Hence settag off li-I br. II hrs. Ill hrs., etc., we
eaa lay off tke corresponduig vahtes of 6, and thus
f<mn tlK hour Mnes on the dial.

17. Given ^, oonstnict 6 for various values of k.

18. Lay off the hour lines of a dial for lat. 44® N.
19. ABC represents tlie earth and M the moon. The

moon is observed from A and from B. LAOBm,r,
0AM-a, OBM'^/3, to find OM.

The whole angle m + n does not exceed 30' or 40',

and m — « is not more than 10' or so.

(m—n) is practically unity. On this supposition prove

Hence cos —
2

OM' rsin- (ct+ft) cos | («-/») /sin^ (a+/J+ r).

20. If in Ex. 19, a- 145°, /S-164*' 12' and r=50*'.Show that x= 60.58 r.

This means that the moon's distance from the centre
of the earth is a little more than 60 radii of the earth.

21. S represents the sun, E the earth, and V the
ganet Venus, bb' is the path of Venus as seen from
B and oa' as seen from A. The LDBC'^a is measured
by observation. Denote BDA by 2/>, and DVC by 6,
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tbeae SBgks htbug aU kss than 1'. Sbow tfaat #•

2 iVD *J' '

22. InEx.21,if [^]'-(|||]\fi„d^when«-46'.8.

(^ is the sun's horizontal parallax, i.e., the angle
subtended at the sun by the earth's radius).

23. OC^a and OP-r are fixed lengths, and 0, w
are variable fingles, d being generated uniformly. Show

(i) cot ^-cot d-- cosec B.
r

(ii) If o > r, ^ can never be a right angle.

'(iii)Ifa-r.y,-|+|.

These enter into the theory of eccentric motion.

24. Prove the following:

(a) rj r, r,. •J A— rj*.

(6) ffx*%W^ A*.
(c) a-2 /? an i4, where /? is the drcumradius.
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id) r,-4 /? ain ^ coi ^ cos ^, with symmetrical

expresnons for r, and r«.

(«) r-4 /? sin ^ sin I sin |. - ^

t^^'
'^^^ ^i^^ with radu r, t', have their centres d

iSi-*^' *?^ ."* "* ^^ »"« P^ne. Find the knsth
of the belt which goes aromid the wheels and (a)cnMMes
between them, (6) does not cross between them.

1 ^^J\^\ ^? ^°^' »^ ''+»'' " constant, show that the
length of belt is constant.

27. In Ex. 25, the wheels are 15 and 20 inches in
diamtt«-. and the axes are 120 inches apart. Find the
length of (a) the open belt, (6) the crossed belt.

2«. When a material body rests on an inclined planeshow that the ratio of the force tending down the rfwi^
to thejjressure normal to the plane is the tangent of
tne angle of inclination of the plane.
When a body rests on a plane, and the plane is in-dmed until the body is just at the point of sfiding down

It, Uie tan^nt of the angle of incKnation is caUed the
coe^feten/ of frtcHon; and under reasonable conditions
the coeffiaent of friction is constant for the same ma-
tenals in the body and the plane.
Then the amount of friction, which acts as a forceopposmg motion, is the weight of the body multipUedby the coefficient of friction.

*^

« ?1J^ the coefficient of friction of iron on iron be 0. 16.
find the mdination of an iron plane upon which an iron
block IS at the point of sliding.

30. If an iron plane have an incHnation of 3«>, find

mLvT' ^^'''ffJi^^"*^ ^?^ P'*"«' necessary to sUde ablock of iron of 100 gms. (a) up the plane, (6) down the
plane.

e^' ^ friction of a metal on oak is about 0.5. What
totee actrag at 30° upwards will move 100 kgms. of ironalong a level oak floor?
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32. Hiree poles, each 20 feet in length, are joined at
the top, and their feet teat at the vertices of an equi-
lateral triangle wi^ side 12 on level ground, (a) Bnd
the an^ ol indination of each pt^. (b) Find the
vertical height of the tops.

33. If, in Ex. 32, 100 lbs. be suspended from the tops
of the p<dea, find (a) the end pressure on a pdie, (d)^
horizontal thrust at the bottom of a pole; the weight
of the pole being not considered.

34. ABC is a triangle of which AB and BC ate rigfal
rods. C is fixed, and A is compelled to move in the
Kne AC. If a force, p, be applied to A along AC, show
that the force (a) acting perpendicularly to i4C is ^^ ^/ Vn»-sin'C; (*) acting along BC is p jcos C-
«»n*C" / Vn»-8trfC} ; (c) acting perpendicularly to BC
is ^{stn C+sin C cos C / Vn'-sin'Cl. where n is the
ratio AB :BC.

(This exercise embodies the principles of the cross-
head and crank in the steam engine.)

35. From the comer of a cuboid a piece is cut off by
a plane saw cut, which reaches to the distances a, b, c
respec*i 'ely <fa the three edges. Prove that the area of

the section is
jVaVT^?+?^

36. At the vertices of an equilateral triangle line seg-
ments, a, b, c respectively, are drawn normal to the
plane of the triangle. Show that the area of the triangle

formed by connecting the outer points is i\/{3j*+4j»

(Ia*-I{A)\, where s is the bide of the equilateral
triangle.



ANSWERS TO EXEROSBS

1. 0.3168. 2.

BXBROSB I.

7. 3. 5.

IZBRCISB n.
1. 3.141593 m.
3. 1.00000; 1.0000000.

,S. 0.062 in.

7. 0.4342945.

9. 101.369.

11. 606.094; 1 hr. 38 min. 59.7 sec.

BXERaSE m.
1. 0.632477. 2. 0.0002635.
3. 26» 7' 36^8. 4. 0.30717 in.

5. 101 ft. 4.4 in. 6. 0.009865; 0.99962.
7. 54.88 ft. 8. o 8247 or 49' 29* nearly.

10. 412.5 ft.

4. 313.632.

2. 7.95775 ft.

4. 326.419.

6. 2.582.

8. 57.2957805.

10. 49.535.

12. 325.292.

9, 8 ft. 11.43 in.

11. 1082.3 ft.

13. 3961.7' m.
12. 343.88 m.
14. 18.52 m.

1. (ii)

(vi)

(ix)

(i)

a sec 0.

a cos 6.

a sin* 6.

EXERaSE IV.

(iii) a sin 6.

(vii) o cos* d.

(iv) osin^cos^.
(viii) a sin» 0.

(xi) osin'^tan^.

(iii) 8,66 ft.

(x) a sin' ^ cos ^
2. (i) 10 ft. (ii) 17.32 ft.

EXERCISE V.
1. 0.4472; 0.8944; 1.1180. 2. 1.1339; 0.6614; 1.5119
*• ^'' *; *• 4. 1; y/2; w.
5. 1 / sin ^. 6. 0.8660; 1.7321. 8. or I.

[751

1
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ilKIICllll VL .

K 15» 54' 5*"; 39.48 In. 2. r 47' I. 58* 33';

. «•• 8. I8»26'; 71«M'.
C 96.84 ft. ; 70.87 ft. 7. 17.76 ft
i. 2r49'. 9. 4.104 la.

10. 0-34 !, fr-26.63, c-36.22, ;-71» 29'.

11. 59»52', 5P32', 68*36'.

12. C=>84» 58', a- 17.157, 6 « 11.896.

BZBRCI8B Vn
1. 41" 40' and 138° 20'. 2. 61* 46' aiid-61^ 46'.

mreuciaB vm.
2.4.4933 3.

70O32^<»-70»32'.
4.1.2587.

5. (a) LAOP- 108" 36 '. (6) LAOP'^ 73" 32 '.

BXBRCISB IX.

1. 48" 48' or 131" 12'. 2. Trian^e imaginary.
3. C-112" 5', a-14.70, 6-5.37.
4. A -30" 2', C-82" 43', c-48.76.
5. X-34" 4', C-78" 36', 6-79.07.
6.21.48 ft. 7.16.5 ft. 8.9.16 ft.

». 6.2. 10. 8" 14'.

1.

2.

4.

8.

7.

1. ^

4.

EXERCISE X.
A -53" 8', B«59" 29', C-67" 23'.

38.68. 3. 2.78.

i4-48" 49', B-93" 27', c- 34.39.

747 rods. 6. 1.64 m.; 17" 31 'east of N.
2.62 m. ; 3.39 m.

EXERCISE XI.

I.i6,i2
5 65 13'

50" 56' or 129" 4'. 6. 90".

2. 156.4 rods. 3. 1344.
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7. 13.13, ir 27', 23« 35', Wr 58'.

1. i0S.2S. 9. 52.5. 10. i V2«^+2?^.
"• *» j»-4A / ft V24*+Z^^:v^l etc.

77

17. 1168.5 yds. 18. 18.3 ft. 19. 23 m. 1379.8 ft.

EXKHCI8B Xn.
1. 26.31 ; 25* 42' with the greater force.

*• 1W>- 3. #-75* 31'; f-28* 57'.

4. 0.8962 /; 0.4436 /, where / is foice along the string.

5. 0.9316.

1. w tan 9; w sec.

xxBRcisB zm.

2.
w rin 45*

sin (45*-^)' sin (45*-#)
3. (a) 100.38 lbs.; 8.75 lbs. (6) 99.62 lbs.; 8.72 lbs.
4. 75.59 lbs.; 56.69 lbs. 5. 10 tan d.

5 'v/J-l V3-f 1

2v^' 2V2"

9. 174.1 ft.

3 tan 9—Ua^d

BXBRCISB nv.

«. |(2V2+V3). ^(2V6-1).

11.

vT+r vT-^'

12.

13.

l-3tan»tf

tani4+tang-i-tan C-tan i4 tan B tan C
1 - tan v4 tan B-tan B tan C-tan C tan A*

EXERCISE XV.
1. 0.0738; 0.0740.

3.0)60*. (ii) if»tan<?(l+co8#).
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JggKCIlB ZVL
I. ~ (cog tf-coi 3 9).

7. (i) j(aln5»-sintf); (a) I (tin 7 d-nUt ff);

(iU) j(co«8»+co»4tf);(iv) i(cot4tf-c«i6^).

5 3
8. (i) 2 nn - tf. cos

J 0; (U) 2 cos 4 ^. dn 2 tf

;

Oii) 2 cos| tf. cosi ^; (iv) 2 sin 4 9. sin 0.

EXERCISE XVn.

2. (-l±VT+4?)/2c. 3. +i/Ir^.

0. 06
6» + a»*

y 1 o6' 1 o»6«

• 2(a»+ 6«)»-

EXERCISE XVm.
1. (o) 9.33660. (6) 9.83131. (c) 6.98070.

(d) 6.12237. (e) 17** 12' 51'. (/) 0'.004587.
(g) A' 45*. 54.

3. 60'* 27'. 7. 36* 36'. 8. 194.28.

9. i4 -60" 18'. ^-41" 32'. 10. 0.3233.

EXERCISE XIX.

1. tan -»y.
4

mSCELLAirSOUS EXERCISES.

2. (a) sin e=j or 1.

(c) tan d =
!2'

(e) 5-90" or 1° 30'.

(»> »"
*- il "I-

(d) sin 5=1 or--.
5
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cot at dn 4
*in(fl-a)- '• <*) 28.28.

10. 18^ 126", 2.1028, 5.5066.

U. Sldei ^ ^-2 « sin a / sin (« + /8). 2 m sin ft /

12 «^\ (^-t-f.) ,

y<^-c (a+b) cos A 1

* <^~g(o -H6)co8i4
2- (a+6)-ccos^"' ^^'^

13. 1034.3 ft.

15. N. E. 15* 30' S., or N. W. IS* 30' S
22. 9*.

25. (a) ^-(r+r')^-(,+r'N cos-''l±^V ^/^^^(rrpp:
/ r-r'

(6) y =r;r-(r-r') cos"'—

-

+ v/tP-(r-r')».

27. (a) 295.03 in.
; (b) 297.54.

29. 9«»5'.

30. (a) 21.208 g is.; (6) 10.748 gms.
31. 44.8 kgms. 32. (a) 69° 44'; (6) 18.76 ft
33. (a) 35.5 lbs., (6) 12.31 lbs.

^-'\




